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Swedbank Risk and Capital Adequacy 2008 Introduction

Introduction
On 1 February 2007, new capital adequacy rules (Basel 2) came into
effect in Sweden. The rules strengthen the link between risk taking and
capital requirements and entail, among other things, stricter requirements
on banks concerning risk management and information disclosure.
This is Swedbank’s second yearly report on risk management and capital
adequacy according to the new rules.
This report comprises the Swedbank Financial Companies
Group and pertains to conditions as of 31 December 2008. It is
available at www.swedbank.com and is published simultaneously with Swedbank’s Annual Report for 2008. Information is
provided on the capital base, capital requirements and risk
management of the most significant companies, subsidiaries
and financial company groups within the Swedbank Group:
Swedbank AB, Swedbank Mortgage and Baltic Banking (Hansa-

bank financial company group). Hereinafter, full company
names will be given when referring to the relevant legal unit.
With reference to Swedbank AB, the term “Parent Company”
may also be used. The term “Swedbank” will be used for the
Swedbank Financial Companies Group. The term “Swedbank
Ukraine” will be used regarding OJSC Swedbank and CJSC Swedbank Invest and “Swedbank Russia” will be used regarding OAO
Swedbank.

Background and regulations
capital requirement, to a greater degree than before, is linked to
the bank’s current and future risk profile, its own risk measures
and an assessment of risk capital needs. The IRB approach applies
to banks with sophisticated and well developed risk measure
ment processes. Before applying the IRB approach, the banks are
required to seek approval from the Swedish Financial Super
visory Authority. For banks that do not meet the required standard, the capital requirement will be based on the standardized
approach which is very similar to the previous rules, Basel 1. In
addition to the capital requirement for credit and market risks
already included in the regulations, a capital requirement is also
introduced for operational risks.
Another of the most important changes in the new rules is the
requirement that the institutions prepare and document their
own internal capital adequacy assessment process (Pillar 2). All
relevant sources of risk must be taken into account when assessing the total capital needed, i.e. not only those already included
when calculating the capital requirement for credit, market and
operational risks (Pillar 1). Moreover, the new rules include requirements for the institution to disclose comprehensive information about its risks, risk management and associated capital
requirements (Pillar 3), which is done with this report.
Further information regarding the regulations is available at
www.fi.se.

Capital adequacy regulations
The rules on capital adequacy – the regulatory capital – express
legislators’ opinion of how much capital (capital base) a credit
institution, such as a bank, must have in relation to the size of
its risk taking expressed in the form of risk weighted assets.
The most important part of the capital base is the shareholders’ equity. In addition to equity, the institution may issue certain liabilities such as subordinated loans to be included in the
capital base. The legal minimum requirement stipulates that
the capital base must correspond to at least 8 percent of the
risk-weighted assets.
A new law on capital adequacy and large-scale exposures
based on new international regulations (Basel 2) came into force
on 1 February 2007. Since the new law entails major changes
compared to the previous law, it is implemented in stages (the
transition period) over a three-year period through 2009. The
transition rules require – among other things – that the capital
requirement must at least correspond to 95 percent (2007), 90
percent (2008) and 80 percent (2009) respectively of the capital
required for credit and market risks calculated according to the
previous capital adequacy rules, Basel 1.
According to the new rules, there are two main methods to
calculate the capital requirement for credit risks: the standardized approach and the IRB approach. In the IRB approach the
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Capital base and capital requirement
Swedbank shall maintain an effective capital base that by its size and structure
ensures a high return on shareholders’ equity and at the same time ensures that
Swedbank will meet the minimum legal capital requirement and maintain access to
cost efficient funding in the capital markets, even under adverse market conditions.

Introduction
Swedbank’s capitalization, i.e. the capital base in relation to risk
exposure expressed as risk-weighted assets, shall be maintained
at an appropriate level to operate and develop the business.
The capital adequacy rules express the legal requirement of
lawmakers as to how much capital — the capital base — a credit
institution such as a bank must have in relation to the risk the
institution faces. The primary component of the capital base is
the institution’s shareholders’ equity, but subordinated debt can
also be included.
Under the new capital adequacy rules that came into effect in
2007, the capital requirement shall be linked to Swedbank’s current and future risk profile, internal risk measurement and assessment of the risk capital needed. In addition to capital requirements for credit, market and operational risk (Pillar 1), all other
risks, e.g. concentration risks, earnings volatility risk and strategic risk must be taken into account when assessing the total

capital need (Pillar 2). Since the rules impose significant changes
compared with the previous rules, they will be gradually implemented over three years, being fully implemented at the end of
2009. One implication of this is that the legal requirement regarding the size of the capital base during the transition period
to a large extent will be based on requirements calculated according to the former capital adequacy rules.
The Pillar 1 minimum capital requirement with respect to the
transition rules is presented in the section Capital adequacy –
minimum capital requirement according to the first pillar on page
3, whereas the internal capital adequacy assessment process
describing Swedbank’s total capital need according to Pillar 2 is
described in the section Internal capital adequacy assessment –
Pillar 2, see page 5.
Financial objectives
The financial objectives decided by the Board of Directors that
are most relevant to the capitalization are: capital adequacy
ratio, Tier 1 capital ratio and dividend ratio. The capital adequacy ratio will at least meet the level that at any given time is
considered appropriate to maintain sustainable financial stability and develop operations. In July 2008, the Board of Directors
adopted a new target for the Tier 1 capital ratio. The new target is based on the full effects of the new capital adequacy
regulations and stipulates that the Tier 1 capital ratio be kept
within the interval of 8.5 to 9.0 percent. The previous target,
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which was based on the transition rules in the capital adequacy
regulations, was a Tier 1 capital ratio of about 6.5 percent.
The dividend will amount to around 40 percent of after-tax
earnings, excluding one-offs. The size of the annual dividend is
based on the last dividend and is determined with reference to
expected profit trends, the capital considered necessary to develop operations, and the market’s required return.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY IN SWEDBANK
FINANCIAL COMPANIES GROUP, 31 DECEMBER 2008
SEKm

Basel 2 without
transition rules

Pillar 1
Capital base

102 943

102 943

Capital requirement

73 289

55 720

Capital surplus

29 654

47 223

Capital adequacy quotient

Rating
Because the rating agencies’ credit assessment of a company is
based, in part, on its financial stability and assessed risk profile,
Swedbank’s capitalization also affects its rating. Primarily,
Swedbank’s rating is of significance for its financing in the
capital markets. This mainly involves the financing of the
Swedbank Mortgage subsidiary’s lending with residential properties as collateral. During 2008, Swedbank Mortgage secured
permission to issue covered bonds. Covered bonds are regulated by special legislation designed to ensure superior credit
quality. Swedbank’s covered bonds have been rated by Moody’s
and Standard & Poor’s, receiving the highest possible rating,
AAA, from both institutions. Unsecured lending is also conducted within Swedbank AB. The table on the previous page
shows how the various institutes rate these lending operations. During 2008, Standard & Poor’s rating for Swedbank’s
unsecured lending was lowered one step and the Moody’s rating was lowered two steps. The rating institutes cite weakened macroeconomic prospects for the Baltic States and resulting fears of increased credit losses in Swedbank as the
reason for the reduction.
A favourable rating helps ensure cost effective funding and
facilitates access to both domestic and international capital markets even under stressful market conditions. The higher the rating is, the lower the cost of funding. Swedbank’s current rating is
shown in the table on the previous page.

Dividend and payout ratio

Basel 2 with
transition rules

Risk-weighted assets

1.40

1.85

916 113

696 505

Tier 1 capital ratio, %*
Capital adequacy ratio, %*

8.1

10.7

11.2

14.8

* Excluding subscribed but not paid in capital.

Corresponding tables for capital adequacy in Swedbank AB, Swedbank
Mortgage AB and Baltic Banking can be found on page 25 of the
Appendix. The Appendix also includes tables presenting more detailed
information on capital requirements in total and by country, see page 27.

Capital adequacy – minimum capital requirement
according to the first pillar
Under the Swedish Capital Adequacy and Large Exposures Act
the capital base must at least be equivalent to the sum of the
capital requirements for credit, market and operational risks.
Under the regulatory framework there are two main methods
for calculating the minimum capital requirement for credit
risks: the standardized approach and the IRB approach. In both
methods each exposure in terms of a contract or counterparty
is assigned to a risk class. The difference between the methods
is that the standardized approach specifies a limited number of
risk weights and risk classes. In the IRB approach, on the other
hand, exposures are assigned to a two dimensional risk scale
and the risk weights are obtained using the institution’s internally developed rating systems.
In March 2007 Swedbank received authorization from the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority to apply the IRB approach when calculating the capital requirement for credit risk
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for the major part of the Swedish credit portfolio. During the first
quarter 2009 Swedbank expect to receive extended approval to
incluide the Baltic Credit portfolio. Consequently, the first report
in which the IRB approach will be used for the Baltic credit portfolio will be that for the first quarter of 2009. During 2009,
Swedbank expects a decision from the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority as to whether authorization is extended to also
include Swedbank Finance.
The capital requirement for market risks can be calculated in
accordance with two methods, the standardized method and the
internal method. Swedbank bases its calculations on internal
models, so-called Value-at-Risk assessments, combined with
methods and standard values specified by the Swedish Financial
Supervisory Authority. For operational risks, three methods can
be used to calculate the capital requirement: the basic indicator
approach, the standardized approach and the advanced measurement approach. Swedbank employs the second-most advanced method, the standardized approach, to calculate capital
requirements for operational risks.
The table on the previous page shows the capital requirement
for Swedbank in accordance with the current regulations (that is,
taking the transitional rules into account), as well as with full
effect of Basel 2. As can be seen from the table, the capitalization
is such that the capital base exceeds the capital requirement.
This means that the capital base expressed in relation to the
capital requirement exceeds the minimum level of 1.0. At 31
December 2008, capital adequacy expressed in terms of Tier 1
capital ratio and capital adequacy ratio, excluding subscribed but
not paid in capital, amounted to 8.1 percent and 11.2 percent respectively. With the full effects of the new regulations, the equivalent figures are 10.7 percent and 14.8 percent respectively.

Capital base
The capital base serves as a buffer against losses that can arise
from risks to which Swedbank is exposed. Swedbank’s ability to
sustain large losses is also to a large extent dependent on the
strength of the income statement but also on more qualitative
factors such as risk management capabilities, internal governance and control.
In brief, the capital base is the sum of primary capital, Tier 1
capital, and supplementary capital, Tier 2 capital, with deductions for the value of shares in insurance companies since they
are subject to separate capital requirements. Tier 1 capital mainly
comprises shareholders’ equity after various adjustments, while
Tier 2 capital primarily comprises subordinated debt.
Presented below to the left is an overview of significant items
included in the capital base as of 31 December 2008. A more
detailed account of the capital base for the Financial Companies
Group and explanations of the items included are presented on
page 28 of the Appendix.
Size of the capital base and capital level
The capitalization of the Financial Companies Group is continuously monitored to ensure that it is at the desirable level according to both legal capital requirements and internal capital
targets. The capital base is maintained and developed primarily
through internal profit generation combined with a sustainable
dividend policy. Profitability is supported by the principle that
prices are higher for transactions associated with higher risk
and thus have a higher capital requirement than for transactions for which the risk is lower. Pricing of various products is
ultimately determined by market prices, although Swedbank
also takes into account the costs incurred in each transaction
when setting prices for individual customers and products. The
capital cost is an example of a key component in this regard.
To achieve the preferred level of capitalization, the capital
base may be adjusted by means of various measures including
new share issues, issues of subordinated debt, adjustment of the
dividend level, sales of various assets and repurchase of own
shares. However, capitalization is not only a matter of the size
and structure of the capital base. Capitalization may also be adjusted by altering risk exposure. Swedbank regularly evaluates
what measures can be taken, in a cost and time efficient manner,
to adjust capitalization — both upwards and downwards — to the
preferred level.
The minimum size of the Financial Companies Group’s capital
base is ultimately governed by the Swedish Capital Adequacy and
Large Exposures Act, but other laws and regulations also apply.
For example, Swedbank complies with the minimum initial capital
— SEK 46m — required by the Swedish Banking and Finance Business Act. The same law also provides that direct or indirect ownership of companies other than credit institutions, financial institutions, securities companies, etc., is limited to 15 and 60 percent
respectively of the capital base. Due to the size of Swedbank’s
capital base, these regulations are also met. Furthermore, the
rules in the Capital Adequacy and Large Exposures Act are also
met regarding the limitation of exposures to individual customers or groups of customers in relation to the capital base.

THE CAPITAL BASE IN SWEDBANK FINANCIAL COMPANIES
GROUP PER 31 DECEMBER 2008*
SEKbn

Total 102.9
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In the fourth quarter of 2008, trends in the global financial
markets were exceptional. Stresses throughout the banking
system and financial infrastructure led to governments around
the world, including the Swedish government, being forced to
take measures to stabilize and reinforce market confidence in the
financial system. As a consequence of the considerable disruption in the financial markets, prevailing macroeconomic prospects have grown increasingly uncertain and the possibility of a
major recession cannot be excluded. The views of investors and
other stakeholders regarding what constitutes suitable capitalization for banks have also increased substantially. In light of this
uncertainty and the unease prevalent in the market, Swedbank
has, despite its sound financial position, elected to establish an
additional buffer in relation to existing targets for capital adequacy by means of a new share issue for SEK 12.4 billion (before
deductions for issue costs). Approximately SEK 9.4 billion was
paid in prior to 31 December 2008, thereby being included in Tier
1 capital at that date while the remainder will be ascribed to Tier
1 capital during the first quarter of 2009. However, the current
target for the Tier 1 capital ratio, in accordance with Basel 2, of
approximately 8.5 to 9.0 percent remains for the medium term.
The capital injection is expected to strengthen Swedbank’s competitiveness and to provide the bank with a stronger position
from which to act.

nies in the Swedish operations. In addition to the transfer of equity capital, the capital base in an individual company may also
be strengthened through internal subordinated loans. Swedbank
regularly reviews the capitalization in the Financial Companies
Group as a whole, as well as in the different legal entities within
the group. After this, any adjustments deemed necessary are
implemented.
Internal capital adequacy assessment process
– the second pillar
Definition
The purpose of the internal capital adequacy assessment is to
ensure that Swedbank has adequate capitalization to cover its
risks and to carry on and develop its operations. The internal
capital adequacy assessment therefore takes into account all
relevant risks that arise within Swedbank. Risks that have been
identified and for which Swedbank has allocated capital are
listed in the table below.
Other forms of strategic risk and reputational risk usually are
not dealt with in simulations, although the capital buffer also
implicitly protects against such risks. These risks remain an important part of Swedbank’s potential exposure, however, they
are carefully monitored and managed. Liquidity constraints may
arise as a result of an imbalance between risks and capital. The
internal capital adequacy assessment process is designed to ensure that such imbalances do not arise. Consequently, a conservative view of liquidity risks is crucial to the capital process.

Transfer of capital within the Financial
Companies Group
The need for capitalization that meets requirements according
to the capital adequacy rules and the internal capital adequacy
assessment is not limited to the Financial Companies Group as
a whole. Each company in the Financial Companies Group must
also be adequately capitalized. One company may be undercapitalized in an otherwise well-capitalized group, while another is overcapitalized, a situation that may require intercompany transfers of funds from the capital base.
To the extent non-restricted profits are available in companies
within the Financial Companies Group, funds can be transferred
to the Parent Company as dividends. Funds can also be transferred as group contributions with regard to most of the compa-

Measurement
Swedbank’s internal capital adequacy assessment is based on
two different methods: the Building Block model and the Scenario model. The former is a static model with an evaluation
horizon of one year, while the Scenario model is a dynamic
model with a multi-year horizon. Since the capital adequacy
assessment represents the bank’s own estimation of its requirement according to Pillar 2, the assessment may deviate,
up or down, from the corresponding capital requirement
according to Pillar 1.

Internal capital adequacy assessment process – the second pillar
The
scenario
model

Definition

Building
block
approach

Credit risk (incl. concentration risk)

See Credit risk section

X

X

Market risk (incl. interest rate risk in the banking book)

See Financial risks section

X

X

Operational risk

See Operational risk section

X

X

Earnings volatility risk

The risk associated with volatile earnings

X

X

Insurance risk

The risk associated with actuarial activities, including
pension fund management

X

X

Risks in post-employment benefits

The risk of negative effects on the income statement,
shareholders’ equity or the value of the Group as a consequence
of actuarial losses attributable to pension benefits

X

X

Strategic risk

The current or presumed risk for decreased earnings or capital arising
as a consequence of changes in the business environment, unfavourable
business decisions, incorrect implementation of decisions or lack of
response to changes in the business environment

Type of risk
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Building block approach
The purpose of the Building Block approach is to determine the
internal capital requirement by type of risk. The Building Block
model therefore consist of separate models for each type of
risk according to the table on the previous page. Each submodel calculates a capital need for a specific risk given the
model’s underlying assumptions.
In cases where internal models have been developed within
the framework of Pillar 1, they are used. The risk horizon is one
year and the capital requirement is calibrated using a confidence
level equivalent to 99.9 percent, i.e. the same basis as in the IRB
approach.
When assessing capital in relation to the capital requirement
using the Building Block approach, future earnings are not taken
into account in calculating the size of the capital base. The capital
requirement is an estimation of the loss, i.e. the direct effect on
shareholders’ equity (core Tier 1), which could occur with a certain probability during a period of one year due to the bank’s
exposure to the relevant types of risk (on the previous page).

capital base and risk-weighted assets (RWA) in adverse macro
economic scenarios. The analysis also considers inflexible costs.
The comprehensive picture that the model provides is a valuable starting point for decisions on proactive risk and capital
management. Business cycles are taken into consideration in a
natural manner, since the scenarios cover a relatively long time
horizon and are distinguished by substantial volatility in economic variables. In this way, Swedbank obtains a broad overview
of its financial stability and strength, as well as the corresponding capital requirement based on the overall risk level and current
business strategy.
The capital requirement is defined as the capital buffer considered necessary today to protect Swedbank against future losses
with the aim of meeting minimum capital requirements every
single year of the chosen scenario. The quantitative result of the
scenario analyses is a key component in the formulation of capitalization targets and capital strategy.
The quantitative calculations are augmented by a qualitative
assessment and discussion, which consider analyses of the market’s expectations, comparisons with competitors and the bank’s
rating targets, among other factors.

Scenario model
The purpose of the Scenario model is to ensure that Swedbank
meets the minimum legal capital adequacy requirement even
under adverse market conditions and to maintain access to
financing in domestic and international capital markets.
The first step in the scenario model is to construct one or more
unfavourable scenarios. These forward-looking scenarios are
distinguished by drastic negative changes in macroeconomic
variables such as GDP, interest rates and unemployment, which
in turn affect bank-specific variables such as net interest income,
commissions, credit losses, etc. The objective is to design scenarios that would have a strongly negative impact on Swedbank,
thereby elucidating the bank’s risks. Scenarios should be sufficiently negative as to be unlikely but not unreasonable. Taken
over a longer period, a typical scenario may be expected to actually occur once in a 25-year period. In recent years, a number of
different recession scenarios have been applied. The negative
scenario for 2008 assumed a recession beginning in the US and
spreading across the world, including the EU, Sweden and the
Baltic States. The Group makes use of its combined expertise to
construct these negative scenarios. The scenario process is concluded by the Board of Directors of Swedbank expressing an
opinion on the scenario.
The next step is to engage the business units to assess how the
macroeconomic variables affect their operations in terms of margins, volumes, credit losses, etc. In contrast to the Building Block
model the Scenario model takes into account possible future gains
(and losses) in the calculation of the size of the capital base.
An analysis of the effects of the scenarios provides a clear
overview of the key risks to which Swedbank is exposed by quantifying their impact on the income statement, balance sheet,

Capital requirement
The ultimate capital need for the bank according to the internal
capital adequacy assessment is given through a combination of
the Building Block approach, the Scenario model and qualitative aspects. An important conclusion of the 2008 capital adequacy assessment was that Swedbank, due to its high, stable
earnings and the low risk profile in its balance sheet, would be
highly resilient to an extremely unfavourable macroeconomic
scenario.
The internal capital adequacy assessment process also confirmed that a capital buffer corresponding to the target for the
Tier 1 capital ratio is adequate to prevent Swedbank’s Tier 1
capital ratio from falling below the minimum capital requirements even in the event of an unlikely but possible extremely
adverse macroeconomic trend.
Developments in the global financial market in the autumn of
2008 were exceptional and, for that reason, Swedbank’s Board
of Directors decided to increase Tier 1 capital by means of a new
share issue (see page 5).
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Risk
Risk entails uncertainty in some form and is a natural ingredient to every type
of business. Swedbank has devoted tremendous care to developing methods to
manage risks in the most efficient way possible, thereby protecting the Group
against unwanted risk-taking.

The aim of risk and capital management at Swedbank is to
ensure a high return on equity and that the level of capital never
falls below the legal minimum, while maintaining access to costeffective financing even under unfavourable market conditions.

Risk is defined as a potentially negative impact on a company that can arise due to current internal processes or
future internal or external events. The concept of risk
comprises the likelihood that an event will occur and the
impact it would have on the company. Shareholders have
an interest in a high return on the capital they invest in
the bank and thus in ensuring that shareholders’ equity is
not excessive. For creditors and society, on the other
hand, it is important that the bank maintains a sufficient
buffer, or risk capital, to cover potential losses. Society
has therefore introduced laws and regulations that set
minimum requirements on the size of the buffer based on
how much risk the bank assumes, i.e., capital adequacy
rules. These rules changed in February 2007.

Risk and capital process
Swedbank continuously identifies the risks its operations generate and has designed a process to manage them. The process
is described in the bank’s risk and capital policy. The risk process
includes seven steps: prevent risks, identify risks, quantify
risks, analyze risks, propose actions, monitor and follow up,
and, lastly, report risks. The process is general, encompassing
all of the risk areas, at the same time that concrete activities
are adapted to each risk to protect the bank against unwanted
risk-taking. The risk process also provides a clear description of
Swedbank’s risk profile, which then serves as the basis of the
internal capital adequacy assessment process. This process
entails an evaluation of capital needs based on Swedbank’s
overall risk level and business strategy. The aim is to ensure
efficient use of capital and that Swedbank at the same time
meets the minimum legal capital requirement and maintains
access to domestic and international capital markets even under adverse market conditions.

Swedbank’s risk and capital policy
Swedbank’s Board of Directors has ultimate responsibility for
the Group’s risk-taking and capital assessment. Through a risk
and capital policy, the Board provides guidelines for the CEO on
risk management, risk control, risk and capital assessments,
and capital management in Swedbank. The policy describes the
connection between risk and capital and how risk and capital
management support the business strategy.

Risk- and capital process

Prevent
risks

Risk profile

Identify
risk

Risk
tolerance

Quantify
risk

Mid-term
planning

Analyze
risk

Suggest
action

Adverse
scenarios

Simulation
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Control
and
follow-up

Building
block

Report
risk

Required
risk capital

Risk profile

Qualitative
discussion
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Organization and responsibility
Each of Swedbank’s business units and subsidiaries has full responsibility for the risks that its operations create. This means
that those responsible must ensure that the risk process is
implemented within each risk area and unit and that the standards set by the Board and CEO are followed. The head of operations is also responsible for fostering a sound and informed risk
culture within the unit and ensuring that employees understand Swedbank’s risk tolerance and operational risk rules.
Their responsibility includes ensuring that all employees act
ethically in accordance with Swedbank’s values, policies and
regulations as well as applicable legislation.
Each business unit and subsidiary has the resources to identify
and control risks. All risks are evaluated on the basis of the likelihood that an event will occur and of its economic consequences.
The local risk control functions are responsible for coordinating
activities within each unit and independently monitoring and reporting on the unit’s risks to the management of that unit and to
Group Risk Control.

In addition to the control and monitoring performed by the
business units, there is a risk control function independent from
operations. In Swedbank it is consolidated in a single organization, Group Risk Control, which is directly subordinate to the CEO.
Group Risk Control reports all risks on a consolidated basis to
the CEO and the Board of Directors. Group Risk Control is responsible for developing the risk process and providing methods for
risk identification, risk quantification, analysis and reporting of
the most common risks, i.e., financial, credit and operational.
Group Risk Control regularly conducts analyses of recent events
in the market and economy and their impact on the Group’s risks.
Stress tests complement these periodic assessments to calculate
the effect of potentially dramatic changes. Changes over time in
risk profiles within various credit portfolios are analyzed as well.
Similar to the risk control functions all larger business units
have local functions managing compliance risks. The local compliance function helps management to identify, monitor and handle
those risks. The local compliance function reports directly to the
management of the unit and reports functionally to Group Compliance. In turn Group Compliance coordinates the local compliance functions’ operations and reports to the Board of Directors
and CEO.
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Credit risks
Swedbank’s credit policy states that the credit portfolio should be well diversified with a
low risk profile and high profitability. This ambition shall be reflected both at group level
as well as at each business area’s lending operations. A low level of risk is achieved
through lending to customers with a high debt service ratio, good collateral and diversification within and between sectors and regions. A high profitability is achieved by, among
other things, setting clear targets for return in relation to risk. With its focus on lending
to a large number of private individuals – often with their homes as collateral – the
Group’s credit risks are both low and well diversified.

Definition

2007, marked the start of a worldwide financial crisis. After the
investment bank Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy in September
2008, concerns about the financial markets transformed into
an acute crisis of confidence. Increased risk aversion led to
substantially higher risk premiums, serious liquidity and insolvency problems in the financial system and lower equity prices
globally. A large number of banks and credit institutions have
either been taken over or nationalized.
Weaker economic conditions in the countries in which the
bank operates, the Baltic States and Ukraine in particular, have
increased Swedbank’s credit loss risk. The macroeconomic situation in some of the countries in which the bank operates is described in brief below.

Credit risk is defined as the risk that a counterparty, or
obligor, failing to meet contractual obligations to Swedbank and the risk that collateral will not cover the claim.
Credit Risk arises also when dealing in financial instruments, but this is often called counterparty risk. The risk
arises as an effect of the possible failure by the counterparty in a financial transaction to meet its obligations. This
risk is often expressed as the current market value of the
contract adjusted with an add-on for future potential
movements in the underlying risk factors.
Credit risk also includes concentration risk, which refers,
for example, to large exposures or concentrations in the
credit portfolio to certain regions or industries.

Sweden
The financial crisis and rapidly deteriorating global economic
conditions have increasingly left their mark on the Swedish
economy. The national accounts for 2008 show that GDP
shrank for four consecutive quarters, which means that the
economy is in recession for the first time since the early 1990s.
Based on preliminary figures, GDP fell by an average of 0.2 percent for the full-year 2008. The major slowdown in the Swedish
economy was particularly evident in the fourth quarter of 2008,
when GDP declined by nearly 5 percent at an annual rate. The
economic downturn in 2008 was most severe in industry, but is
spreading to other sectors. Extensive cost cuts in Swedish industry and shrinking consumer spending mean that the private
service sector faces poor growth prospects in the near term.
The slowdown also impacts municipalities and county councils
in the form of shrinking tax revenues, increasing the need for
rationalisations and efficiencies. The dismal global growth outlook and slowing domestic demand will cause the Swedish
economy to continue to shrink in 2009.
Investment growth in the Swedish economy has slowed.
Lower demand and capacity utilization have made businesses
less willing to invest, at the same time that the crisis makes it
more difficult to find financing. Falling housing expenditures
were the main reason for the slowdown in total investments in

Over a period of several years, Swedbank has developed in detail an internal risk rating system for loans. The purpose of the
system is to measure, as accurately as possible, the risk that a
customer or a contract will default and thereby estimate the
losses that the Group could face. This rating system acts both
as a business support tool and as a risk control function and is
designed to ensure that the new regulations are upheld.
Group Risk Control, which is independent from lending operations, has the task of determining and illustrating the Group’s
credit risks in both credit portfolios and credit processes and, by
means of expert analyses, proposing measures that can form the
basis of the Group’s strategic decisions.
The macroeconomic situation
For several years, the global economy was stimulated by low
interest rates, rising asset prices and credit expansion. At the
same time, imbalances increased and debt levels rose to ever
higher levels in both OECD countries and emerging economies.
The U.S. mortgage crisis, which began in the second half of
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2008. In 2009, the decline is expected to spread to other industries, and aggregate investments at a national level could shrink
for the first time since 2002. The largest declines are anticipated
in industry and housing. Lower corporate expenditures are offset
to some extent by substantially higher public spending, mainly in
infrastructure.
Swedish households have become increasingly pessimistic
about the future as the economy has worsened. Growing concerns about jobs and shrinking asset values are part of the reason for their pessimism. Tax cuts and lower inflation will help
disposable incomes to grow at a fairly decent rate, which could
sustain spending. If the job market deteriorates at the same
rapid rate as before, it is likely that household savings will increase instead.

the downturn has been very rapid. Lower steel prices are reducing export revenue. At the same time, Russia’s Gazprom has
raised natural gas prices, making imports more expensive. Further gas price hikes are anticipated, which will make it difficult
to improve external imbalances despite an economic slowdown. Moreover, domestic banks in Ukraine are finding it hard
to access capital. Their creditworthiness has been downgraded. Since their debts are largely denominated in foreign currency, there is a growing risk of a banking crisis should the
currency depreciate.
During autumn and winter, growth prospects in Ukraine deteriorated for the year ahead, mostly due to lower demand for
steel, the country’s most important export product. GDP growth
decreased by 2 percent in the fourth quarter after having grown
by slightly over 6 percent in the first three quarters of 2008. At
the same time, the Ukrainian economy is being weighed down by
a long-standing political crisis, which is delaying reforms.
In November 2008, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) approved a Stand-By Arrangement for USD 16.4 billion to stabilize
the banking system and strengthen confidence in the Ukrainian
economy. The IMF loan is focused on three areas: the stability of
the financial system, fiscal policy, and monetary and exchange
rate policy.

The Baltic States
The economic slowdown in the Baltic countries began during
the second half of 2007, when the real estate bubble burst after financing terms tightened. In early 2008, the Baltic economies struggled with rising oil prices, pushing inflation to double
digits and weakening domestic purchasing power and the competitiveness of local exporters. The global financial crisis and
lower credit demand from households and businesses contributed to a further decline in the credit expansion last year.
Estonia and Latvia entered the first half of 2008 in recession,
and growth continues to decline substantially. In the fourth
quarter 2008, GDP declined by 10.5 percent in Latvia and 9,4
percent in Estonia compared with the same period of the previous year. Economic growth also lagged significantly in Lithuania,
but is projected to have been positive for the full year, which was
not the case for Estonia and Latvia. The Baltic economies are
expected to shrink further in 2009. Not until 2011, when the
global economy gradually begins to improve, is a slight recovery
expected.
The economic contraction in the Baltic states is being driven
by a slump in domestic demand – spending and investments.
Confidence among households and businesses trended lower in
2008. Due to high inflation, real household income grew at a
significantly more modest pace, leaving less room for spending.
Expectations of lower real incomes and asset values, along with
greater uncertainty about the labour market, contributed to a
drop in household spending. Instead, savings rose after recent
years of substantially higher indebtedness.

Russia
Russia experienced a long period of strong growth. In 1999–
2007, the economy grew by an annual average of 7 percent.
Substantially higher commodity prices, particularly for crude
oil, were an important reason for the expansion. Growing Russian buying power and rapidly rising property and equity values gave a boost to domestic demand. As a result, inflation
jumped by double digits at the same time that the current account surplus rapidly shrunk.
Not until the global financial crisis worsened in late autumn
2008 and crude oil prices declined dramatically did Russian economic growth slow. The huge drop in oil, from 150 dollars a barrel in early July 2008 to 40 dollars, caused the Moscow Stock
Exchange to tumble by slightly over 70 percent from the previous year. The external chocks have significantly altered economic conditions looking to the year ahead, which has also
placed downward pressure on the Russian rouble to historically
low levels against both the euro and dollar.

Ukraine
Due to the growing financial crisis and recession in Europe, the
small but open economy of Ukraine is facing financial turbulence, falling steel prices and a cooling investment climate.
After several years of high growth (7.4 percent on average in
2000–2007), Ukraine struggled with an overheating economy
during the first half of 2008, with high inflation, credit growth
of 70 percent and a swelling current accounts deficit. As recently as 2004, it reported a surplus of 10 percent of GDP, so
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Credit portfolio
Per 31 December 2008, the total credit exposure amounted to
SEK 1 629bn, of which retail exposures represented 50 percent. Residential mortgages serving as collateral accounted for
58 percent of the total exposures. Most of these loans are issued by the subsidiary Swedbank Mortgage. A substantial part
of the lending growth in recent years stems from lending for
residential mortgages in Sweden but also in Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.
The credit portfolio is well diversified by number of customers,
sector and region. Apart from exposures to private individuals no
segment accounts for more than 16 percent of total exposures.
The majority of Swedbank’s lending to the public has been
rated according to Swedbank’s internal rating system. The rating
aims at forecasting the probability of default within a 12-month
period. Of the total exposures 66 percent can be found in the
rating grades 13–21, i.e. “investment grade”, where the probability of default is considered to be low. More than a forth of exposures are assigned a grade of 19 or higher, corresponding to an
AAA rating from the major rating agencies.

A smaller part of Swedbank’s holdings of interest bearing debt
securities, SEK 7.7 bn as of December 31 2008, was according to
capital adequacy rules classified as securitisation. These holdings
consist of Residental Mortgage Backed Securities and Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities with an AAA rating.
Swedbank is exposed to the risk of its borrowers failing to repay their loans according to agreed terms and of the collateral for
these loans being inadequate. Swedbank makes provisions to
cover the losses estimated as likely to arise in its credit portfolio.
In 2008, Swedbank’s credit losses amounted to SEK 3 156m net,
or a credit loss level of 0.28 percent.
Systematic follow-up of the credit portfolio is achieved through
regular credit reviews. Corporate customers, financial institutions and sovereigns are reviewed at least once annually. If the
customer’s risk profile has weakened, a number of different corrective measures are considered and implemented. The customer’s risk class can be raised or lowered depending on the outcome
of the credit review.
Each business unit is responsible for observing signals and
conditions suggesting that the level of credit risk in individual
undertakings has increased. In situations where an increased risk
is considered to be at hand, a series of actions is taken immediately. These actions are generally tailor-made for each case and
are decided on based on the individual requirements of each
specific case. The earliest possible intervention in such cases increases the number of alternative courses of action, improving
the opportunities to minimize the bank’s risk or losses. To support the business units in undertakings where risk has increased,
a special Group-wide unit, FR&R, exists, providing broad experience in the management of risk and insolvency, from situations
such as the financial crisis of the early 1990s. In times of economic duress, these operations are allocated greater resources,
such as locally employed personnel, and specialized companies
are established to assume collateral from failing customers with
the purpose of overcoming temporarily illiquid markets.

Risk profile
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The concentration risk in the credit portfolio is low. The corporate portfolio is dominated by exposures to small and mediumsized businesses diversified among a number of industries, of
which the largest is other corporate lending (39 percent of total
corporate exposures), which also includes public services.
The concentration risk is also low at the counterparty level,
where the largest single corporate exposure represents 0.9 percent of total lending. The 20 largest combined correspond to only
8.7 percent of the total exposure. The 20 largest exposures are
represented by businesses operating in seven of the industries
that the bank reports its portfolio in.
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Credit portfolio as of 31 December 2008
Distribution of exposure classes

Distribution of exposure classes
Aboult half of Swedbank’s exposures (IRB and standardized approach)
stem from retail customers with historically low credit loss levels,
where 85 percent of the portfolio is low risk (investment grade). Of
these exposures, 90 percent are mortgage loans.
The standardized approach includes mainly Baltic Banking, Swedbank
Finance, Swedbank Ukraine, Swedbank Russia and exposure class sovereign.

Total
standardized
approach 28%
Other non
creditobligation
assets 3%

Institutions
4%
Corporates
21%

Retail 43%

Geografisk fördelning

Geographic distribution
The majority of Swedbank’s exposures are towards the Swedish market.
In recent years, there has been a high level of growth in the credit
portfolio in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. During 2008, growth declined, amounting to 5.5 percent, excluding fluctuations in the SEK/EEK
exchange rate. In 2009, the credit growth is expected to remain low in
the Baltic countries.

Ukraine 1%
Russia 1%
Lithuania 4%
Latvia 4%
Estonia 5%

Other OECD
3%
Nordic
countries
excl. Sweden
4%
Sweden 78%

Branschfördelning

Distribution by segment
Swedbank has a well diversified credit portfolio with an emphasis on
private individuals and small and medium sized enterprises but also
financial institutions to a certain degree (mainly repurchase agreements); these sectors have historically proven to entail low credit risk.
Swedbank has extensive expertise and experience of working with
these sectors.
The corporate portfolio has a low concentration risk, including a large
number of sectors of comparable size.

Other
5%
Other
corporate
landing
35%
Financial
institutions
8%

Private
individuals
38%
Real estate
management 9%
Condominiums
5%

Säkerhetsfördelning

Distribution of collateral
Of Swedbank’s lending to the public, 91 percent is secured. Of the collateral, 58 percent consists of residential property.
Other collateral (slightly less than 9 percent of lending) includes finance company products primarily secured by the financed assets,
where loss levels have historically been low.
Most unsecured lending is linked to covenants, common in lending to
large companies, where collateral is usually replaced by a number of
special agreements and undertakings.
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The sub-group of residential mortgages within retail exposures
comprises the exposures for which Swedbank has collateral in
single family homes or other properties such as condominiums.
For retail exposures Swedbank also uses internal estimates of loss
given default. Three concepts are of key importance in the calculation of capital requirements and expected loss (see Box below).

Measurement
Swedbank’s internal rating system
Swedbank’s internal rating system serves as a basis for:
• risk assessments, credit decisions, monitoring
and management of credit risk
• estimating risk adjusted profitability
• analysing the risk profile of Swedbank’s credit
portfolios

Probability of default (PD)
Each counterparty or contract is allocated to a risk class. For
each risk class, a risk value has been quantified and established.
The probability of default (PD) indicates the risk that a counterparty or contract will default within a 12-month period. The PD
value used for a long-term risk analysis and for the calculation of
capital requirements indicates the average long-term default
frequency for the risk class, including a safety margin to account
for the statistical uncertainty in the estimates. Thus, the value
shall reflect the average risk across a business cycle, including
periods of high credit losses (Through-the-Cycle, TtC). This
means that estimated TtC-adjusted PD figures are not directly
comparable with actual annual default frequencies.
The PD values used for capital requirement calculations shall
remain stable across a business cycle at the portfolio level, while
values should reflect underlying long-term trends in the risk
profile of the portfolio. This does not mean that it is always desirable for the risk classification of individual counterparties to be
insensitive to economic fluctuations.

• developing the credit strategy and subsequent
risk management activities
• reporting credit risks to the Board of Directors,
the CEO and senior management
• estimating capital requirements and capital allocation
The internal rating-based approach, the IRB approach, is the
method for which Swedbank has received approval from the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority and is consequently
the method used to calculate most of the capital requirement
for credit risk.
With the goal of achieving adequate precision in the risk calculations leading to a more professional treatment of customers, a
number of different models have been developed for the rating
of counterparties, customers or contracts. In the calculation of
the capital requirement for credit risk, all customers or contracts
shall be assigned to an exposure class stipulated by the Swedish
Financial Supervisory Authority. Swedbank’s rating models for
sovereigns and banks correspond to sovereign and institutional
exposures. The models for large and medium sized corporates
correspond to corporate exposures, while those for small corporates and private individuals correspond to retail exposures.
There is also an exposure class for equity and non-credit obligation assets.
When granting loans, retail exposures are subject to a simplified process with lighter requirements on documentation and
depth of preparation, compared to corporate exposures, for which
a more extensive individual credit analysis is always conducted.

PD (%)

PiT PD
TtC PD

Good times

Three concepts are central to the IRB system.
The probability that a customer will default, abbreviated PD, the
degree of loss in the event of default, abbreviated LGD (loss given
default) and the size of the exposure at default, abbreviated EAD.
The expected loss (EL) is the product of the three risk dimensions:

Bad times

Time

Loss rate
Unexpected
Loss (UL)

PD * LGD * EAD = EL
Expected
Loss (EL)

Expected loss shall provide an indication of the mean value of the
credit losses that Swedbank may reasonably be expected to incur.
Swedbank must also maintain a capital buffer against unexpected
losses (UL) to protect itself against credit loss peaks exceeding the
anticipated level. For this reason, the risk-weighted assets (RWA)
are calculated. Like expected loss (EL), RWA is a calculated value
that takes into account PD, LGD and EAD, but RWA also accounts for
the type of counterparty and its size.

Expected losses (EL) and unexpected losses (UL) both need to be taken
into account in pricing and the monitoring of profitability. The capital
requirement for the credit risk is then calculated on the basis of PD,
LGD, EAD and the type and size of the counterparty.
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In the development of rating systems for various counterparties, the information most relevant for the assessment of PD
must be taken into account. For this reason, Swedbank’s rating
involves a number of methods ranging from individual expert
assessments (rating) to quantitative methods and models based
on statistical analysis of large numbers of customers and related
customer information (scoring).

Swedbank’s scoring system for:
• Medium-sized corporates: represents a combination of a
number of different scoring models and an expert system. In
the statistical component, the risk assessment is based on
information regarding the borrower’s financial status and
behaviour. Market conditions and the borrower’s strategy
are assessed in the model’s expert component.
• Retail exposures (private individuals and small corporates):
comprises a number of different statistical scoring models
where each model is designed to provide an effective instrument for its particular area of application. The risk assessment is based on information regarding the borrower’s
financial status and behaviour.

Swedbank’s risk rating system is based
on two methodologies:
1.Rating
A rating system derives a risk rating for a counterparty with
the help of an expert-based system in which values for a
number of selected criteria are weighted and converted into a
risk class. Swedbank employs a so-called “Through-the-Cycle”
philosophy that expresses the risk represented by the counterparty as an average over an entire business cycle. In a TtC
system, the distribution of borrowers between the risk classes
shall remain relatively unchanged over time, while the observed default frequency within a risk class may vary across
the business cycle.

Financial institutions

Expert

Corporates
MidCorps
Retail – SMEs

Swedbank’s rating system:
• Sovereigns: The rating is based on an assessment of a
number of parameters that, combined, describe the level of
development, stability and financial strength of the sovereign (government) in question.
• Financial institutions: The rating is based on a total appraisal of the sovereign’s (government’s) rating and the level
of risk in the banking system and the specific bank. The level
of risk in the banking system is determined by weighing up a
number of parameters that elucidate the development, stability and financial strength of the banking system. The level
of risk in the specific bank is calculated by weighing up the
financial strength, strategy and risk level of its operations.
• Large corporates: The rating is based on a total appraisal of
a quantitative component that assesses the company’s financial strength and a qualitative component that assesses
the position of the industry, as well as the company’s market
position and strategy.

Retail – Private Individuals

Statistics

Loss Given Default (LGD)
Loss given default (LGD) measures how large a proportion of
the exposure amount is lost in the event of default.
LGD is prescribed by the Swedish Financial Supervisory
Authority for institutions and corporate exposures. For retail
exposures (residential mortgages and others), LGD is based on
Swedbank’s own estimates which, in turn, are based on internal historical data on the extent of loss. The extent of loss depends on factors including the counterparty’s financial status,
the value of the collateral and assumptions of amounts recovered through the sale of any collateral based on e.g. historical
outcomes.
Capital requirements are based on LGD values representative
for a severe economic downturn. This means that the LGD estimates used to calculate the capital requirement for credit risk
correspond to a degree of loss incurred under economic stress
and cannot be directly compared to currently affirmed loss levels.
The LGD values also include a safety margin that takes into
account the statistical uncertainty in the estimates.
Swedbank’s LGD system is divided between real-estate credit
and other retail credit.

2. Scoring
In a scoring system, the risk class of the counterparty (or contract) is based on the statistical relation between a number of
selected variables and defaults. Swedbank employs a so-called
Point-in-Time (PiT) philosophy that expresses the risk represented by the counterparty over an ensuing period of time.
Consequently, the scoring (PD value) reflects the risk that the
borrower will default on payments to the bank over the next
12 months. In a PiT system, the calculated rate of default
within a risk class is expected to remain relatively unchanged
over time, while the distribution of borrowers/exposures on
the risk scale may vary across the business cycle. For capital
requirement calculations the PiT PD values are TtC adjusted to
reflect the average risk over a business cycle.
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Management
Risk rating system in the credit process
Swedbank’s risk rating system is a central component in the
credit process and comprises working methods and decisionmaking processes for lending operations, credit monitoring and
quantification of credit risk. The system, which consists of
methods and models, partly outlined above, also includes instructions and governing documents for processes and IT systems that support the further development and validation of
the risk rating system. The purpose of the system is to measure, as accurately as possible, the risk that a customer or a
contract will default and thereby estimate the losses that the
Group could face.
Lending to both private individuals and businesses is governed
by credit processes that contain systematized decision-making
support, a key component of which is the counterparty’s rating.
Hence, Swedbank’s internal risk rating system is primarily a
business-support tool that facilitates an efficient credit process
where counterparties with high risk are automatically denied or
analyzed more thoroughly. Low-risk transactions can be approved in a simplified, quicker credit process. The system also
plays a central role in monitoring individual credit exposures. It
regulates the monitoring process in various ways whereby, for
example, a weaker rating requires a special evaluation followed
by a proposal of adequate measures if necessary.
Decisions are supported by refined assessments of customers,
providing more in-depth information about the cost of taking on
credit risk for each transaction. The system also enables calculation of risk-adjusted profitability at the portfolio and business
area levels.
The risk classification system is safeguarded by governance
documents. The overarching rules have been established by the
Board of Directors. These principles are complemented by more
detailed regulations issued by the CEO, or the CCO and the CRO
respectively. These regulations contain rules as to how models
shall be structured and validated in connection with development and regular quality controls. The efficiency and reliability of
the system is maintained by means of annual quantitative and
qualitative validations.

LGD (%)

Downturn LGD

Upturn

Time

Downturn

Exposure at default (EAD)
Exposure at default (EAD) measures the utilized exposure at
default. For on balance-sheet exposures, EAD is the gross value
of the exposure without provisions being taken into account.
For off balance-sheet exposures, EAD is calculated by using a
credit conversion factor (CCF) estimating the future utilization
level of unutilized amounts. Consequently, CCF is a gauge of
future credit utilization and estimates off balance-sheet credit
exposures. EAD is thus the sum of the current undertaking and
the expected utilization of the remaining limit.
For retail exposures outside the balance sheet, CCF is based on
Swedbank’s own estimates. CCF is prescribed by the Swedish
Financial Supervisory Authority for institutions and corporate
exposures.
EAD = drawn amount + CCF * undrawn amount

Since the estimates in each risk dimension are adjusted to the
business cycle and include safety margins, PD, LGD and EL estimates will normally be more conservative than the actual
loss. This calculation method aims at creating more stable
capital requirements over fluctuating business cycles.

Framework for Swedbank’s credit process

Strategies, policies and rules

Risk classification

Creditprocessing

Collaterals

Pricing

Decision
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The risk rating system is applied to the entire Group, with the
exception of a few small portfolios. The tests conducted to date
have shown that the models are very reliable.
Using the risk rating system and models, the bank assigns
each customer or exposure a value on a risk scale, a so-called risk
class. With the help of the risk scale, customers or exposures are
ranked from those with the highest risk to those with the lowest.
The risk has also been quantified for each risk step. The classification of the risk that a customer will default is expressed on a
scale of 23 classes, where 0 represents the greatest risk and 21
represents the lowest risk of default, and one default class.

Counterparty risks in trade with financial instruments
The management of counterparty risks in financial instruments
represents a function of prevailing market data, e.g. equity
prices or exchange rates. Consequently the credit exposure will
change rapidly in volatile market environments. Each counterparty’s exposures and limits are therefore monitored daily.
Swedbank’s counterparty risks arise through trading in derivative contracts (Over the Counter) , repurchase transactions and
securities loans.
Netting
Swedbank is actively minimizing its credit risks by establishing
netting agreements with counter parts. For counterparties
with whom such agreements have been made, exposures are
permitted to be offset, thereby minimizing the total exposure
to Swedbank. This entails a reduction in the overall exposure,
thereby also reducing the capital adequacy requirement. In addition, a netting agreement means that in a potential default
situation, only the net exposure of all contracts entered with
that counterparty is affected.
Counterparties’ netting agreements, credit and settlement
limits, and possible collateral are determined by the bank’s decision making bodies. Decisions are also made regarding the duration of counterparties’ underlying transactions.
For the time being, Swedbank has chosen not to apply an internal method for the netting of counterparty risks and instead
follows the rules and guidelines established by the Swedish
Financial Supervisory Authority.

Credit process
Swedbank’s credit process is designed to support the strategy
of maintaining a diversified credit portfolio with a low level of
risk and a balance between risk and returns. Lending entailing
credit risk is governed by Swedbank’s general business strategy, credit policy and more specific regulations concerning
credit decisions and mandates adopted by the Board of Directors. A basic principle in Swedbank’s lending operations is that
each business unit bears full responsibility for its credit transactions and associated credit risks.
A low level of risk is achieved through lending to customers
with a high debt service ratio, good collateral and diversification
within and between sectors and regions. A high profitability is
achieved by, among other things, setting clear targets for the
required risk adjusted return.
Swedbank’s thorough understanding of the customer and the
customer’s market conditions, as well as a continuous and professional monitoring of economic trends, provide the basis for
the maintenance and development of a low risk profile. Environmental considerations and a risk-focused environmental analysis
form integral parts of the assessment intended to provide an
understanding of the environmental risks and to positively evaluate the customer’s active environmental efforts.
Collateral for granted credits varies depending on the assessed risk and choice of product. The valuation of collateral is
based on a thorough review and analysis of the pledged asset. In
accordance with Swedbank’s instructions, the assigned value of
a particular collateral should be based on a conservative assessment of the market value.
The risk profile of the credit portfolio is continuously analyzed
in order to identify increased risk levels aiming at a swift and
appropriate management of identified exposures at an early
stage. The trend of the portfolio’s risk profile forms a significant
part of monthly reporting to senior management, CEO and the
Board of Directors.

Credit derivatives
Swedbank conducts credit derivative transactions only in connection with counterparty risks. Credit institutions rated AaaAa3 comprise the foremost category of credit derivative
counterparties. Of Swedbank’s credit exposures, less than 0.24
percent is covered by acquired credit risk protection.
Swedbank currently has no trading operations in credit derivatives.
Capital requirement for credit risks
According to current regulations, capital adequacy for credit risk
shall be based on either a standardized model or on an internal
risk classification model (IRB), where the latter requires the approval of the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority. During
2007, the Parent Company received such approval for most of
the capital requirement for credit risks. The reporting of capital
adequacy is made in accordance with that decision. In March
2009 the Baltic portfolio also received its approval. During
2009 the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority is expected
to deliver its assessment as to whether the IRB approach also
can be applied to the calculation of capital requirements for
credit risks in Swedbank Finance. The goal is to apply the IRB
approach to these portfolios during 2009.
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Operational risks, compliance
and anti-money laundering
Operational risks within Swedbank should be maintained at a low level. Risk-taking is limited within the framework of what is economically justified. Operational risks that can
damage Swedbank’s reputation and brands must be minimized and given special consideration. For this reason, Swedbank has prepared an internal regulatory framework on the
management of operational risks, compliance and anti-money laundering. These regulations help to better prepare the bank for unforeseen events that could result in financial
losses or impairment of its reputation.

Definitions

for operational risks and legal functions. The assessment takes
into account such aspects as new legislation, internal regulations
and the risk of conflicts of interest.
Money laundering risks are identified entirely in accordance
with the third money laundering directive adopted by the EU.
Consequently, this directive forms the basis for Swedbank’s existing regulations regarding measures to counteract money
laundering. Procedures for monitoring money laundering risks
include the collection and review of customer information and
the monitoring of transactions in accordance with a risk-based
approach. All relevant personnel receive training and ongoing
information to enhance their knowledge on money laundering
risks. In addition, an efficient process is in place for the internal
and external reporting of suspected money laundering.

Operational risk refers to the risk of losses resulting from
inadequate or failed internal processes or routines, human
error, incorrect systems or external events.
Compliance risk refers to the risk of legal or judicial consequences, major economic damage or the loss of reputation
that Swedbank could suffer due to failure to comply with
laws, regulations, other external policies and instructions,
and internal rules, including ethical guidelines that govern
how the Group conducts its operations.
Money laundering refers to activities including the conversion or transfer of property in the knowledge that this
derives from criminal activities or complicity in such activities and with the purpose of concealing the illegal origins
of the property, or assisting anyone involved in such activities in avoiding the legal repercussions of their actions.
Money laundering also encompasses the area of terrorist
financing. Swedbank adheres to the definitions of money
laundering and terrorist financing stated in EU legislation.

Management
Swedbank has internal regulations for operational risk management. The central components of these regulations consist
of the Board’s risk and capital policy, its operational risk policy
and the CEO’s instructions for operational risk management.
Since operational risk is an extensive discipline, operational
risks and their management are also addressed in other instructions and policies, such as the Group’s security policy.
Swedbank also has internal regulatory frameworks for counteracting money laundering and for dealing with compliance
risks, including a compliance policy, an ethics policy and a policy
for the identification of conflicts of interest.
Among other things, the regulations include:
• Basic principles
• Swedbank’s risk tolerance
• Description of organization and responsibilities
• Reporting requirements
• Operational risk management methods and techniques.

Measurement
Methods and techniques
Based on the Board of Directors’ established definition of operational risk, a standardized risk structure has been created
whereby personnel, process, IT and system, and external risk
have been divided into areas that are defined and exemplified
by actual risks. The risk structure forms the basis of Groupwide methods, consisting of self-assessments, loss and incident reporting, and risk indicators.
This makes, among other things, Group-wide risk analysis possible and ensures uniform management of the risks.
Compliance risks are identified and assessed regularly by the
compliance function in close cooperation with those responsible

Management underscores the importance of the compliance
function and its continuously improved implementation in the
business units. One reason for the increased focus is the new
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legislation brought into effect in recent years, such as MiFID,
the Swedish Market Abuse Act and the Transparency Directive.
Within Swedbank, a steering committee is responsible for updating regulations, assessing compliance risks, coordinating the
annual compliance programme, monitoring compliance and ethicsrelated decisions and for coordinating reviews of how conflicts of
interest within the Group are handled.

In the Swedish part of the Group, the risk level increased
 uring the latter part of 2008; one specific risk is the reputational
d
risk that arises during periods of extensive media coverage.
Compliance risk
In 2008, several new sets of regulations were implemented at
Swedbank entailing changes to systems, documentation and
processes assuring adherence to regulations. Initially, new
legislation entails increased risk for the Group.

Swedbank’s risk tolerance
The Board’s operational risk policy requires that operational
risks remain low. Risk-taking should be limited within the
framework of what is economically justified. Operational risks
that can damage Swedbank’s reputation and brands should be
limited and given special consideration. Measures are implemented to reduce all risks not considered acceptable.
Although Swedbank shall adhere to the internal regulations
developed within the bank, where national legislation imposes
requirements exceeding these internal regulations, the national
legislation shall be followed.

Money laundering
In 2007 and 2008, Swedbank implemented a Group-wide programme to harmonize its operations to the EU’s third money
laundering directive. As part of this, Group-wide rules were
established based on the requirements of the directive. For the
Group’s operations in the EU and EES, the harmonization is essentially complete. As national laws are adopted, the bank
continously evaluates the measures that have been taken. In
other parts of the Group, work is ongoing to adapt operations
to the Group’s rules. As an element in the Group’s work, the
resources for anti-money laundering and terrorism financing
efforts have been strengthened significantly.

Swedbank’s risk level
Operational risk
The total risk level within the Swedbank Group was considered
normal during the first two quarters of 2008. During the third
and fourth quarter, the level was raised to higher than normal.
The reason for the higher risk level involves the risks associated
with the international financial crisis. The risks are analyzed
regularly and mitigated continuously.
The risk level in the Baltic part of the Group is considered
higher than normal, primarily based on an assessment of the
international financial crisis in combination with economic development in the Baltic states.
The risk level in Ukraine and Russia is generally considered
higher than in the rest of the Group. The higher risk level, including increased compliance risk, depends partly on the uncertainty
of the financial industry in both countries in combination with
the political structure and instability in Ukraine. The need for
improvements in IT infrastructure and internal processes also
raises the risk slightly, although the international financial crisis
plays a major role here as well.

Reporting
Group Risk Control is also responsible for a uniform Group-wide
operational risk reporting to the Board of Directors, the CEO
and Group Executive Management. An analysis of the risk level
in all large business units is performed quarterly and reported
to each local management as well as to the Board of Directors,
the CEO and Group Executive Management.
Compliance risks are reported to the CEO and Board of Directors twice annually and in connection with events entailing increased risk. Swedbank has local committees to determine sanctions in the event that regulations are transgressed.
Capital requirements for operational risk
Swedbank applies the standardized approach to calculate the
capital requirement for operational risk. Swedbank’s capital
requirement for operational risk was SEK 3 888m in 2008. See
page 39 in the Appendix for an outline of how the capital
requirement for operational risks is calculated according to the
standardized approach.

Swedbank’s classification structure for operational risks
Operational risk
Personnel risk

Process risk

IT and systems risk

External risk

Expertise

Faulty processes

Access

External crime

Staffing

Adherence to regulations

Reliability

Suppliers/outsourcing

Human error

Projects/change

Confidentiality

Serious disruptions

Internal crime

Documentation

Development

Reputation

Management/culture

Organization/responsibility

Insufficient systems support

Political risk

Targets and
remuneration modes

Models

Traceability

Control/decisions
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Financial risks
Swedbank offers its customers various kinds of professional financial services and products in a number of markets. Financial risks arise as a natural consequence of these operations. This means that Swedbank’s earnings and cash flows can be affected by fluctuations
in exchange rates, interest rates, equity prices and liquidity. Consequently, managing these
risks is an important part of Swedbank’s operations.

Occasionally, the historical correlations on which the VaR calculation is based on do not apply, e.g. in stressful situations in the
financial markets. For individual types of risk, interest rate, equity price and currency risks, complementary risk measures and
limits are therefore used based on sensitivity to changes in various market prices. Market risks are also measured with stress
tests, where the loss in a number of extreme interest rate
scenarios is calculated on a daily basis.

Swedbank maintains a low risk profile with respect to financial
risks. In 2008, Swedbank’s management and control of financial risks was put to the test in connection with the financial
crisis. The low risk profile and good governance and control of
financial risks have helped the bank to avoid major losses.
Definitions
Financial risks are divided into two main classes:
market risks and liquidity risk.

Management
Swedbank’s total risk-taking is governed by limits set by the
Board on the nature and size of financial risk-taking. Only socalled risk-taking units, that is, units assigned a risk mandate by
the CEO, are permitted to take financial risks. Risks in these
units are measured, monitored and reported daily to the CEO
and senior executives in Swedbank. Every risk-taking unit has
limits for various types of risks, which are monitored systematically using a daily routine.
The predominant market risks within Swedbank are of a structural or strategic nature and are managed centrally by Group
Treasury, which is responsible for minimising possible negative
impacts on Swedbank’s net income and equity. One example of
structural risks include interest rate risks, which arise when the
interest fixing periods in Swedbank’s lending operations do not
precisely correspond with the interest fixing periods in its financing. Another example is currency risks which arise when deposits
and lending are conducted in different currencies. Strategic risks
mainly comprise currency risks associated with holdings in foreign operations where it is not possible to hedge these risks.
Swedbank’s international expansion in recent years has resulted
in an increase in currency risk, including strategic currency risk,
such that this is now the largest single market risk within Swedbank, followed by interest rate risk.
Market risks in Swedbank’s trading operations are low in relation to Swedbank’s total risks as illustrated by the fact that their
share of the total risk-weighted amount in the calculation of
capital adequacy is about 3 percent as of 31 December 2008.
The diagram below to the left shows Swedbank’s market risks,
expressed in Value-at-Risk (VaR). Here, VaR excludes market risks
in Swedbank Ukraine and strategic currency risks and. In the case

Market risks refers to the risk that changes in interest
rates, exchange rates and equity prices will lead to a decline
in the value of Swedbank’s net assets, including derivatives.
Liquidity risk refers to the risk that Swedbank cannot fulfil
its payment commitments on any given due date without
significantly raising the cost of obtaining means of payments.

Market risks
The primary objective of Swedbank’s activity in various financial markets is the desire to satisfy customers’ long-term needs
and facilitate Swedbank’s own financing. The secondary objective is to create additional income by taking positions. Risktaking is always weighed against expected return. Market risks
arise in Swedbank’s trading operations (in conjunction with
trading on financial markets) as well as structurally in its other
operations. Consequently, the management of market risks can
be divided into these two main areas.
Measurement
Swedbank measures all market risks – those of a structural
nature and those that arise in trading operations – with a Valueat-Risk (VaR) model. VaR expresses a possible loss level for the
current portfolio which is so high there is little likelihood it can
be exceeded during a specific time horizon. Swedbank uses a
99-percent probability and a time horizon of one day. This
means that the potential loss for the portfolio statistically will
exceed the VaR amount one day out of 100.
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of Swedbank Ukraine, VaR is misleading due to the illiquid and
undeveloped financial markets in Ukraine. For strategic currency
risks, a VaR measure that is based on a one-day horizon is not a
relevant measure. The figure confirms that Swedbank’s market
risks are largely of a structural nature and are concentrated in
Group Treasury and the subsidiary Swedbank Mortgage.
Swedbank’s VaR at the end of 2008 was somewhat higher
than it was for the corresponding period in 2007. Risks of all
categories have risen compared with a year ago. Since the diversification effects between the risk categories have also increased, the overall increase in VaR is limited.

Swedbank’s Value-at-Risk (VaR) model
Swedbank’s financial risks are assessed using VaR, a model
based risk measurement which is international standard, complemented with traditional sensitivity measures and stress
tests. Swedbank complies with European Parliment and Council directive 2006/49/EG and Swedbank’s VaR model is based
on regulatory requirements. VaR involves using a model for
movements in interest rates, stock prices and exchange rates
to estimate a probability distribution for the value of Swedbank’s total portfolio. This is based on the hypothetical assumption that the portfolio will remain unchanged over a specific time horizon.
In Swedbank’s VaR model the probability distribution is estimated daily with a Monte Carlo simulation, where the scenarios
are based on historical market price changes over the last year.
The horizon is one trading day. VaR is then calculated using the
probability distribution as a basis. VaR indicates a portfolio’s potential loss that is so high that the probability that it will be exceeded is small. Swedbank uses a 99 percent VaR, which means
that there is only 1 percent probability that the potential loss will
exceed VaR over the selected horizon.
Swedbank’s VaR model is continuously evaluated through
“hypothetical backtesting”, a systematic method of assessing the
accuracy of the probability distribution of the possible portfolio
results generated by the model. In trading operations, daily results are also used to assess VaR through so-called “actual backtesting”. The hypothetical backtesting result is calculated as the
change in the value of the portfolio over one day, during which
positions are kept constant while market prices are updated. The
results of the backtesting are then compared with VaR and, by
carrying out this calculation for a large number of days it is possible to assess the reliability of the model. Hypothetical backtesting is carried out daily for Swedbank as a whole and for individual
risk-taking units. The backtesting results are analyzed, commented and reported to the CEO on a monthly basis. All breaches
of VaR for positions in the trading book are reported to the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority. Over the past year, the

Swedbank’s VaR in 2008
SEKm
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Interest rate risk

Min Average
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123

117

9

1

4

6

1

22

5

11

15

8

–14

–18

–10

134

126

116

Currency risk
Equity price risk
Diversification
Total

31 Dec 2008 31 Dec 2007

207

208

96

The increase and relatively large variations in VaR in 2008 can
be explained by the increased volatility in both the interest and
currency markets, and by positions taken to secure favourable
liquidity in Swedbank. The reported risks include positions that
are not marked-to-market and consequently have no direct impact on Swedbank’s net result.
Swedbank’s trading operations (diagram below to the right)
have been somewhat affected by the increasing market unease
and the financial crisis that escalated during the autumn of
2008. Despite difficult market conditions, trading operations
have managed to keep risks and earnings at stable levels with
relatively few large-scale losses. This is typical for trading operations conducted with a low level of risk and that are mainly based
on customer demand for financial solutions and investments.
Over the year, VaR in trading operations was at most SEK 49m,
at least SEK 22m and averaged SEK 34m. The number of days on
which losses were reported amounted to 66.

Swedbank Trading, daily results and VaR
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number of backtesting breaches rose as consequence of the high
level of volatility in the capital markets. Stress tests, calculated
daily, are used as a complement to VaR. For example, the effect
on earnings is calculated for a modified parallel shift where the
nodes on the interest curve are shifted according to their volatility relative to the one-year node.

of lending largely being conducted in U.S. dollar and euro, while
deposits are primarily denominated in Ukrainian hryvnia. This
means that in the Ukrainian operations, an asset position arises,
primarily in U.S. dollar, while a liability position arises in Ukrainian
hryvnia. At the end of the year, this liability position amounted to
SEK 615m.
Swedbank Mortgage’s funding in foreign currency is swapped
entirely into Swedish krona.
In the Parent Company currency risks arise in connection with
holdings in the strategic foreign operations. To reduce currency
risk, these holdings are generally funded in each country’s national currency or in a currency that is linked to the country’s
currency. For example, the bank’s holdings in the Baltic States
are denominated in Estonian kroon but funded in euro. The exceptions are the holding in Swedbank Ukraine, which is denominated in the Ukrainian currency hryvnia but financed in Swedish
krona and U.S. dollar, as well as Swedbank Russia, which is denominated in Russian roubles but financed in part in Swedish
krona. Over the year, the Ukrainian hryvnia was tied to the U.S.
dollar, although the Ukrainian central bank has not been able to
maintain the exchange rate at a stable level, resulting in a considerable weakening of, and increased volatility in, the Ukrainian
hryvnia. To a certain extent currency risk in these strategic holdings is limited by liability positions in local currencies within each
foreign unit.
The diagram to the left outlines the five largest currency positions, including strategic currency positions in Swedbank as of
31 December 2008. A considerable share of the currency positions detailed in the chart pertains to the Parent Company’s
holdings in foreign subsidiaries, which do not affect Swedbank’s
net income. The diagram to the right shows the largest currency
positions that have an effect on net income.
A general shift in exchange rates between the Swedish krona
and foreign currencies of +/–5 percent at year-end would, in the
worst case, entail a direct negative effect on Swedbank’s re-

Currency risk
Currency risk refers to the risk that the value of Swedbank’s assets, liabilities and derivatives may be affected
negatively as a consequence of changes in exchange rates.

Currency risk within Swedbank is largely of a structural or
strategic nature and is associated with operations in the Baltic
States, Russia and Ukraine. Currency risks in other operations,
and those related to trading and positioning in the financial
markets, are small.
Swedbank’s currency risks are managed by adapting the total
value of assets and liabilities, including derivatives, in a currency
to the desired level. This is mainly done using derivatives, such as
cross currency interest rate swaps and currency forwards.
A large part of Baltic Banking’s lending is denominated in euro,
while deposits are mainly denominated in the local currency (the
Estonian kroon the Latvian lat and the Lithuanian litas). In addition, a large portion of Baltic Banking’s liquidity reserves are invested in securities denominated in euro, giving rise to an asset
position in euro and a roughly equal liability position in the local
currencies. As of 31 December 2008, this position amounted to
SEK 31 143m. The currencies in the Baltic States are tied to the
euro (the Latvian lat is permitted to fluctuate 2 percent against
the euro). The value of the Estonian currency is based on a currency board with the euro, and the exchange rate against the
euro has been fixed according to Estonian law, while awaiting
the planned entry to the euro zone. Similar arrangements exist
in Latvia and Lithuania. Within Baltic Banking, the Parent Company also holds strategic positions in Latvian lat and Lithuanian
lit due to investments in subsidiaries in Latvia and Lithuania.
Swedbank Ukraine has currency exposures as a consequence
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position-taking in trading operations. The change in interest rate
risk in foreign currency compared with the preceding year is primarily attributable to the addition of Swedbank Ukraine and its
inclusion in the figures.
An interest rate increase of one percentage point would have
increased Swedbank’s net profit on financial operations by SEK
310m (decrease 296) as of 31 December 2008.
The table below summarizes how Swedbank’s interest risk is
divided among various tenors as at 31 December 2008. A table
on page 41 in the Appendix summarizes interest rate risks in
other operations by currency for the most important currencies.
Interest rate changes also affect net interest income. The
magnitude of the effect depends on the remaining interest fixing
period of Swedbank’s fixed-rate assets, liabilities and derivatives
and the extent to which Swedbank is able to match the interest
rates on floating rate deposits and lending. The sensitivity of net
interest income to interest rate changes is calculated regularly
within Swedbank. An interest rate increase as of 31 December
2008 by one percentage point would increase Swedbank’s net

ported profit of SEK 20 (–0).
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk refers to the risk that the value of Swedbank’s assets, liabilities and interest-related derivatives
may be negatively affected by changes in interest levels.
Swedbank’s interest rate risks arise when interest fixing periods on assets and liabilities, including derivatives, do not coincide. Swedbank’s fixed-rate assets consist primarily of loans.
The interest rate risk in these assets is largely eliminated either
because they are funded with fixed-term funding or because
Swedbank has arranged swap contracts where it pays a fixed
interest rate. In principle, all of Swedbank’s fixed interest rate
loans have credit agreements that do not permit prepayment
without compensating Swedbank for any losses that may arise
due to changes in the interest rates since the loan was paid out,
known as an prepayment penalty.
From an interest rate risk perspective, demand deposits can
also be considered, in part, as having fixed interest. There are
large volumes of deposits with a floating interest rate that are
considered unlikely to be further reduced even if key interest
rates were to be cut. This may affect net interest income negatively, but the Parent Company has chosen to position itself to
reduce these negative effects. In its risk measurement, the Parent Company has decided to assign a part of deposits a duration
of between two and three years.
The interest-rate risk is measured in Swedbank for all positions, both those recorded at fair value in the accounting and
those recorded at accrued value.
An increase in all market interest rates (including real interest
rates) of one percentage point as of 31 December 2008 would
have reduced the value of Swedbank’s interest-bearing assets
and liabilities, including derivatives, by SEK 1 811m (1 961). The
decrease in value of positions in SEK would have been SEK 810m
(1 549), while positions in foreign currency would have decreased in value by SEK 1 001m (412). The changes in the interest-rate risk is attributable both to the Parent Company’s management of structural interest-rate risks and to changes in

interest income by about SEK 830m during the upcoming year*.
The corresponding figure with an interest rate cut of one percentage point is a decrease in the net interest rate income by
approximately SEK 1 014m.
Equity price risk
Equity price risk refers to the risk that the value of Swedbank’s holdings of equities and equity-related derivatives
may be affected negatively as a consequence of changes in
prices for equities.
Exposure to equity price risk arises in Swedbank due to holdings in equities and equity-related derivatives. Swedbank’s
equity trading is primarily customer-related. Positions in trading operations exist in Swedbank Markets and in Baltic Banking, and are normally such that only limited losses can arise
from large share price movements. The purpose of these posi* The calculation is based on the assumption that market interest rates
rise (fall) by one percentage point and thereafter remain at this level for
12 months and that Swedbank’s balance sheet remains essentially
unchanged during the period.

Change in value if the market interest rate rises by one percentage point
The table shows the change in value of financial instruments, when market interest rate for all maturities rises by one percentage point.
1–2 yrs.
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5–10yrs.
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6
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–74

8
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–1 242
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–284
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55

227

175

14
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Foreign currency

–58

71

–38
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41
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15
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–580

–302

–24

96

195

154

29
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tions is, among other things, to create liquidity for Swedbank’s
customers.
Within Swedbank, equity price risk is measured and limited
with respect to the worst outcome of 63 different scenarios regarding changes in equity prices and implied volatility. In the
scenarios, equity prices are changed by a maximum of +/– 20
percent and volatilities by a maximum of +/– 30 percent. The
outcomes of the various combinations form a risk matrix for the
equity price risk and the worst-case outcome is limited. At the
end of the year, the worst outcome would entail a decline in the
value of the trading operations’ positions by SEK 81m, which occurs in the extreme scenario where volatilities are raised 30 percent and equity prices decreased by 20 percent on a single day.

ings from the public and diversified funding from a large number
of capital markets. Swedbank employs a number of different financing programs for its short and long-term borrowing, including European Commercial Papers, US Commercial Papers, Global
Medium Term Notes, certificates and covered bonds. Swedbank
makes active efforts to retain and develop its already well diversified borrowing base.
In 2007, the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority gave
Swedbank Mortgage permission to issue covered bonds. Swedbank Mortgage’s Swedish and international stock of bonds was
converted into covered bonds during the second quarter of 2008
and was given the highest credit rating, by Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s. This improved the Group’s liquidity by broadening
the funding base and increasing the opportunities to maintain
liquidity reserves.
Another important element in the management of liquidity
risks are the liquidity reserves held in both Swedish and international operations in the form of cash and securities that can be
pledged to central banks.
During 2008, liquidity in the financial markets gradually worsened due to the financial crisis. This was in part caused by extensive, and in many cases unexpected, losses by banks worldwide,
primarily on securities with credit exposures in the US mortgage
market. Another cause is the increased uncertainty surrounding
the rating institutes’ credit assessments given the major misjudgements that occurred in the evaluation of structured securities with credit risk components deriving from the US mortgage
market. Authorities worldwide have expressed increasing concern about the potentially damaging effects of deficient market
liquidity and have therefore, via the central banks, established a
number of loan facilities in an attempt to alleviate the negative
effects of the crisis on the real economy.
The weakened liquidity in the financial markets, above all following the failure of Lehman Brothers, has also affected the
Swedish market and the Swedish banks. This despite the fact
that major Swedish banks have being able to demonstrate
favourable profitability and having only minor exposures to securities of the type from which the crisis derives.
In the late autumn of 2008, the financial crisis also became the
focus of the mass media’s attention. Periodically, this led to rumours being spread, on a considerable scale, about the status of
the Swedish banks. For a period in October and November, Swedbank felt the impact of extensive negative publicity that, for a
while, even resulted in a noticeable decrease in deposit volumes
in Sweden and the Baltic States. Since then, the situation has
stabilized.
Since the summer of 2007, Swedbank has carefully monitored
and analyzed the gradual weakening in the functionality of the
markets and has reinforced its liquidity reserves in various ways.
This has involved an active processing of various funding markets
and an active review of the balance sheet to identify and mobilize
assets that can be pledged within the framework of the loan facilities offered by the central banks. At the end of 2008, an oppor-

Liquidity risks
Liquidity risks arise when the maturities of the Swedbank’s
assets and liabilities, including derivatives, do not coincide.
Swedbank defines liquidity risk as the risk that Swedbank cannot fulfil its payment commitments on any given due date
without significantly raising the cost of obtaining means of
payment.
Measurement
Swedbank’s liquidity risks are measured and reported daily
through analyses of the Group’s future cash flows and the
volume of assets eligible for refinancing. Swedbank uses liquidity limits, which define the negative cash flows allowed during
a specific day or other predetermined time periods. Measurement of liquidity risks and limiting is done at an overall Group
level and broken down on individual currencies and units.
Management
Swedbank’s financing is structured in such a way that a longterm, stable and well diversified investor base is built up and
maintained. Borrowing is conducted with the objective of establishing and maintaining a satisfactory balance between
long-term assets and long-term liabilities such that adequate
liquidity reserves are built up.
Liquidity management is centralized in a few units, which
improves efficiency and facilitates the monitoring and control of
Swedbank’s liquidity risks. Liquidity risks are monitored and analyzed continuously to ensure that excessive short-term payment
obligations do not arise. Special continuity plans to manage serious disruptions to the liquidity situation have been prepared at
the Group level and locally in the countries where Swedbank
conducts significant operations.
Swedbank regularly conducts liquidity stress tests with the
purpose of enhancing preparedness and to ensure that the bank
will be able to cope with situations where for example, various
funding sources do not function. Such stress testing was intensified in the autumn following the failure of Lehman Brothers.
Liquidity risks are reduced through Swedbank’s active efforts
to ensure stable sources of financing, e.g. deposits and borrow-
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CAPITAL REQUIREMENT FOR MARKET RISK
According to current regulations, capital adequacy for market
risk may be based on either a standardized model or on an internal VaR model, where the latter requires the approval of the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority. In 2004, the Parent
Company received such approval to apply its own internal
model for general interest rate risk, general and specific equity
price risk in the trading book and currency risk throughout operations. The reporting of capital adequacy has been conducted
in accordance with this since the start of 2005. During 2006,
the approval was extended to also cover Baltic Banking for
general interest rate risk in the trading book and currency risk
throughout operations.
At the end of 2008, this approval was changed in accordance
with a decision by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority
to the effect that currency risks outside the trading book, i.e. in
banking book, are excluded from the internal VaR model. Instead,
the capital requirement for these risks is calculated using the
standardized model. The greatest part of currency risks in banking book currently consists of those associated with strategic
holdings in foreign subsidiaries. Such risks are less suited to a
VaR model. This change in approach agrees with Swedbank’s internal view and management of these risks. The change entails a
lower capital requirement for market risks in the Swedbank
Financial Companies Group compared with what would have
been the case under the previous approach. However, the
Group’s capital requirement for market risks has increased compared with the end of 2007 due to the increased volatility and
turbulence in the financial markets.

tunity was created for banks in Sweden to issue debt instruments
guaranteed by the government. For Swedbank’s part, this opportunity was considered to offer a valuable complement to the
bank’s other borrowing instruments and Swedbank therefore
decided to sign an agreement allowing it to utilize the guarantee.
At the close of 2008, Swedbank’s liquidity reserve was large
enough to allow the bank, in an emergency, to meet one year’s
cash flow needs without access to funding from the financial
markets (see diagram below).
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Appendix
On December 31, 2008 Swedbank Financial Companies Group comprised the Swedbank Group with the
following exceptions. In the consolidated accounts the associated companies EnterCard(group), Eskilstuna
Rekarne Sparbank AB, Färs och Frosta Sparbank AB, Swedbank Sjuhärad AB, Bergslagens Sparbank AB,
Bankernas Depå AB and Vimmerby Sparbank AB are consolidated in accordance with the equity method.
In the financial companies group these companies are consolidated fully in accordance with the purchase
method, apart from EnterCard which is consolidated in accordance with the proportional method.
The insurance companies that are included in the consolidated accounts, Swedbank Försäkrings AB, Sparia
Försäkrings AB, AS Hansa Elukindlustus, AS Hansa Varakindlustus and UAB Hansa gyvybes draudimas, are
not included in the financial companies group. Book value of shares in the insurances companies SEK 1 986m
is deducted from the capital base.

Capital base capital requirement

Capital adequacy in the Swedbank Financial Companies Group as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

Basel 2 according to
transition rules

Basel 2 exclusive
transition rules

Pillar 1
Capital base

102 943

102 943

Capitel requirement

73 289

55 720

Surplus of capital

29 654

47 223

1.40

1.85

916 113

696 505

8.1

10.7

11.2

14.8

Swedbank AB*
Corporate identity
no.500217–7753

Swedbank
Mortgage AB*

Baltic Banking*

Capital base

83 474

27 009

24 951

Capitel requirement

43 178

25 649

15 031

Surplus of capital

40 296

1 360

9 920

1.93

1.05

1.66

539 725

320 612

187 891

9.7

8.4

10.5

Capital adequacy ratio, %

15.5

8.4

13.3

Share of total capital requirement for Swedbank, %

58.9

35.0

20.5

Capital quotient
Risk-weight
Tier 1 capital ratio, %
Capital adequacy ratio, %

Capital adequacy in significant companies as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

Capital quotient
Risk-weight
Tier 1 capital ratio, %

* Basel 2 according to transition rules.
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Capital requirement
Swedbank Financial
Companies Group

SEKm
Capital requirement for credit risk

49 436

Credit risks, IRB

28 908

– Institutional exposures

1 339

– Corporate exposures

20 257

– Retail exposures
Property mortgages

3 141

Other

2 261

– Securitisation positions

73

– Other non credit-obligation assets

1 837

Credit Risk with standardized Approach

20 528

– Exposures to governments and central banks

228

– Exposures to local governments and comparable associations and authorities

60

– Exposures to administrative bodies, non-commercial undertakings andreligious communities
– Exposures to institutions

172
96

– Exposures to corporates

9 742

– Retail exposures

5 249

– Exposures secured on residential property

2 633

– Past due items

341

– Exposures to CIUs

33

– Other items

1 974

Capital requirement for settlement risk

1

Capital requirement for market risk

2 395

– Risks in trading book outside VaR

1 014

– Risks in trading book where VaR models are applied

790

– Currency rate risk outdside VaR

591

Capital requirement for operational risk

3 888

Supplement during transition period

17 569

Total capital requirement

73 289
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Capital requirement/country

SEKm

Sweden

Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Russia

Ukraine

72

82

39

Other
countries

Capital requirement for credit risk
Credit risks, IRB
– Institutional exposures
– Corporate exposures

1 339
20 257

– Retail exposures
Property mortgages

3 141

Other

2 261

– Securitisation positions
– Other non credit-obligation assets

73
1 837

Capital requirement with standardized Approach
– Exposures to governments and central banks

3

79

69

– Exposures to local governments and comparable
associations and authorities

5

34

22

– Exposures to administrative bodies, non-commercial
undertakings andreligious communities

141

– Exposures to institutions
– Exposures to corporates

1 658

– Retail exposures
– Exposures secured on residential property

651

30

13

5

3

16

59

2 147

2 796

2 015

529

280

1 598

991

1 315

541

788

16

608

606

493

80

90

105

120

68

3

47

16

61

– Past due items

32

72

– Exposures to CIUs

23

10

1 231

296

155

172

139

46

114

– Other items
Capital requirement for settlement risk

317

140

1

Capital requirement for market risk
– Risks in trading book outside VaR

814

– Risks in trading book where VaR models are applied

782

24

– Currency rate risk outdside VaR

2 673

250

17

3

30

Capital requirement for operational risk

2 797

446

314

254

60

Capital requirment for supplement during transition period

17 569

Capital requirement for respective country is reported gross. Intra-group items are not decuted from the values in the table.
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Capital base Swedbank Financial Companies Group 1

SEKm

31 Dec 2008

2 Primary capital
3 Original own funds

40 109

4 Value changes

–959

5 Retained earnings and profi t during the current financial year

42 530

6 Majority/minority interest

1 735

7 Tier 1 capital contributions

9 709

8 Adjustments for value changes

959

Deductions from primary capital (–)
9
10

19 928

Intangible fixed assets

18 703

Intangible fi xed assets

0

Tier 1 capital contributions exceeding limitation

11

Contributions in other institutions

12

Deduction expected loss

28
1 197

Total primary capital

74 155

13 Supplementary capital
14 Undated subordinated loans

4 843

15 Tier 1 capital contrubutions exceeding limitation
16 Fixed-term subordinated loans

27 156

Deductions from supplementary capital (–)
17

1 225

Subordinated loans exceeding limitation

18

Contributions in other institutions

19

Deduction expected loss

28
1 197

Total supplementary capital

30 774

Total primary and supplementary capital

104 929

20 Total primary and supplementary capital
21 Deduction from the capital base (–)

1 986

Total capital base for solvency purposes

102 943

1 Capital base

3 Original own funds

The capital base is intended to act as a buffer against the risks to which Swedbank is
exposed and comprises the sum of primary capital and supplementary capital less the
value of equity and contributions in insurance companies (which have separate capital requirements). Concisely put, the capital base consists of equity capital after
various adjustments plus subordinated debt. Subordinated loans may be included in
the capital base because they constitute a subordinated debt, which means that if
the obligor is declared bankrupt, the holder would be repaid after other creditors, but
before shareholders. Subordinated loans can be both dated and undated term
and the amount of each type that may be included in the capital base is restricted by
the capital adequacy rules. The ratio of the capital base to risk-weighted assets is the
capital adequacy ratio. The ratio of the capital base to the capital requirement is the
capital quotient.

This item includes capital contributed by the shareholders, which is reported as share
capital and statutory reserves. Swedbank’s share capital consists of ordinaryshares
and prefernce shares. Original own funds is adjusted for subscribed but not paid in
capital.
4 Cash flow hedges

The item includes cash flow hedges which are recognized directly against shareholders’ equity.
5 Retained earnings and profit during current financial year

Earnings in previous years and in the current year reported via the income statement, including the capital part of untaxed reserves. Profit generated during the
year is included in Tier 1 capital as soon as it has been verified by the company’s auditor, less a deduction for estimated dividends.

2 Primary capital

Primary capital, or Tier 1 capital, must make up at least half the capital base and consists mainly of equity capital less proposed dividends and deduction for intangible
assets. Upon approval from the supervisory authority, Tier 1 capital contributions
may be included in Tier 1 capital. The ratio of Tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets is
the Tier 1 capital ratio.
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6 Majority/minority interests

14 Undated subordinated loans

The equity interests of majority/minority shareholders in companies that are fully
consolidated in the financial companies group.

Subordinated loans may be included in the capital base because they constitute a
subordinated debt, which means that if the obligor is declared bankrupt, the holder
would be repaid after other creditors, but before shareholders. In addition, subordinated loans may be used to cover any losses from ongoing operations to prevent
liquidation. In principle, an undated subordinated loan applies over an unlimited
period, although it may be repaid or repurchased on approval by the Swedish Financial
Supervisory Authority. Normally, such approval cannot be given until five years after
the loan was issued. Undated subordinated loans convey preferential rights before
Tier 1 capital contributions raised by Swedbank but after fixed term subordinated
loans and Swedbank’s other obligations. Undated subordinated loans are eligible for
inclusion in the capital base up to a maximum amount equivalent to Tier 1 capital.

7 Tier 1 capital contribution

The Tier 1 capital contribution is made up of undated subordinated loans whose
terms are such that the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority has allowed
Swedbank to include them in Tier 1 capital. In principle, an undated subordinated loan
applies over an unlimited period, although it may be repaid or repurchased on approval
by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority. Normally, such approval cannot be
given until five years after the loan was issued, although a step-up cannot occur until
ten years have passed. The Tier 1 capital contribution is also called “hybrid capital”
because the properties of these instruments contain elements of both debt and
equity. Interest payments are determined according to the contract, but are allowed
only if there are distributable funds. The priority rights of the contribution are subordinated to all other deposits and borrowings including undated subordinated loans
that may not be included as Tier 1 capital contributions. The Tier 1 capital contribution is limited to a ceiling of 30 percent of Tier 1 capital. Any surplus may instead be
included in Tier 2 capital in the same way as undated subordinated loans. Since some
of the loans are issued in foreign currencies, the size of the Tier 1 capital contribution
can vary due to exchange rate fluctuations.

15 Tier 1 capital contribution exceeding limitation

The portion of the Tier 1 capital contribution that may not be included in Tier 1 capital
under ceiling rules is instead included in Tier 2 capital as an undated subordinated
loan.
16 Fixed term subordinated loans

Fixed term subordinated loans carry priority rights before undated subordinated
loans raised by Swedbank but after the bank’s other obligations. Fixed term subordinated loans are eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 capital up to a maximum amount equal
to 50 percent of Tier 1 capital. Fixed term subordinated loans with time to maturity
of less than five years are subject to a term reduction by which 20 percent of the
nominal value may be included for every whole year remaining before maturity.
Accordingly, a fixed term subordinated loan with less than one year remaining to
maturity may not be included in the capital base. Aimed at avoiding this, the loans are
usually structured so that they can, if approved by the Swedish Financial Supervisory
Authority, be redeemed before the term reduction begins.

8 Adjustment for cash flow hedges

Recognized changes in the value of equity arising from cash flow hedges are not
eligible for inclusion in the capital base.
9 Intangible fixed assets

Goodwill and other intangible assets, such as the value of acquired customer relationships. Goodwill attributable to shareholdings in foreign subsidiaries can vary due to
exchange rate fluctuations.

17 Subordinated loans exceeding limitations

The portion of the Tier 1 capital contribution which is ineligible for inclusion in Tier 1
capital under the ceiling rules.

Deduction designed to ensure that fixed term subordinated loans, as required by ceiling rules, do not exceed the allowed 50 percent of Tier 1 capital and that undated
subordinated loans do not exceed 100 percent of Tier 1 capital.

11 Contributions to other institutions

18 Contributions to other institutions

Deduction for certain types of equity shares and contributions to institutions that
are not part of the financial companies group, such as shares in BGC Holding. 50 percent is deducted from Tier 1 capital and 50 percent is deducted from Tier 2 capital.

Deductions for certain types of equity shares and contributions to institutions that
are not part of the financial companies group such as shares in BGC Holding. 50 percent is deducted from Tier 1 capital and 50 percent is deducted from Tier 2 capital.

12 Deduction for expected loss

19 Deduction for expected loss

Deduction for the difference between expected losses calculated within the IRB
approach and the reported provisions. 50 percent is deducted from Tier 1 capital and
50 percent is deducted from Tier 2 capital. The difference arises when losses calculated in accordance with the new capital adequacy rules exceed Swedbank’s best
assessment of loss levels and provision needs. Expected losses are calculated in
accordance with the regulations and using data from Swedbank’s internal risk rating
system, where risks are overestimated rather than underestimated. In addition,
extra safety margins, which have been built into the risk rating system due to the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority’s interpretation of the regulations, are
applied.

Deduction for the difference between expected losses calculated within the IRB
approach and the reported provisions. 50 percent is deducted from Tier 1 capital and
50 percent is deducted from Tier 2 capital. The difference arises when losses calculated in accordance with the new capital adequacy rules exceed Swedbank’s best
assessment of loss levels and provision needs. Expected losses are calculated in
accordance with the regulations and using data from Swedbank’s internal risk rating
system, where risks are overestimated rather than underestimated. In addition,
extra safety margins, which have been built into the risk rating system due to the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority’s interpretation of the regulations, are
applied.

13 Supplementary capital

20 Additional capital base specific to cover market risks

Supplementary capital, or Tier 2 capital, includes fixed term subordinated loans, in
some cases less term reductions if the remaining maturity is less than five years,
undated subordinated loans and other capital contributions and provisions permitted for inclusion in Tier 2 capital, as well as deductions to be made in accordance with
Ch. 3 of the Capital Adequacy Act. Subordinated loans may be included in the capital
base because they constitute a subordinated debt, which means that if the obligor is
declared bankrupt, the holder would be repaid after other creditors, but before
shareholders. In addition, subordinated loans may be used to cover any losses from
ongoing operations to prevent liquidation. In total, Tier 2 capital is eligible for inclusion in the capital base up to an amount equal to Tier 1 capital. Since parts of the
subordinated loans have been issued in foreign currency, the size of Tier 2 capital can
vary due to exchange rate fluctuations.

The additional capital base may correspond to at most 60 percent of the capital
requirement for market risks and comprises fixed term subordinated loans subject to
special conditions. The initial maturity of these loans shall be at least two years and
no term reduction is applied. Swedbank’s capital base does not currently include an
additional capital base.

10 Tier 1 capital contribution exceeding limitation

21 Deduction from the capital base

Deductions that shall be made from the total capital base include, for example, equity
shares and contributions in insurance companies, which shall be subtracted from the
sum of Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital.
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Credit risk

Outstandig exposures as of 31 December 2008
Total
exposure

Average
exposure
2008

Institutions

64 049

161 975

Corporates

348 142

325 533

Retail – residential real estate

627 729

608 390

68 112

73 073

SEKm

IRB approach

Retail – other
Securitisation positions

7 762

7 546

53 761

45 367

1 169 555

1 221 884

Exposures to governments and central banks

71 488

32 495

Exposures to local governments and comparable associations and authorities

58 105

76 816

Other non credit-obligation assets
Total IRB Approach
Standardized Approach

Exposures to administrative bodies, non-commercial undertakings andreligious communities

2 429

2 316

Exposures to institutions

12 959

13 865

Exposures to corporates

121 784

111 236

Retail exposures
Exposures secured on residential property
Past due items
Exposures to CIUs
Other items
Total Standardized Aproach
Total Swedbank

30

43 913

41 092

119 431

106 975

3 853

1 973

406

699

25 161

25 730

459 529

413 197

1 629 084

1 635 081
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Outstanding exposures, broken down by significant geographical areas
as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

Sweden

Estonia

Latvia Lithuania

Russia

Ukraine

663

whereof
OECD* Denmark

whereof
Norway

whereof
Finland

Latinamerica

whereof
Brazil

Japan

Other
East
Asia

whereof whereof
Korea
China

Other
regions

312

312

6

1 394

1 354

244

1 786

617

21

IRB approach
Institutions

38 816

346

Corporates

293 028

510

Retail – residential
real estate

626 801

Retail – other

1

67 850

Securitisation
positions
Other non creditobligation assets

22 268

1 795

6 969

1 320

52 797

904

27 316

6 461

831

47

32

1

248

27

101

8

1

1

1

2 773

34 418

7 790

313

313

33

7

62

7

6

7 762

53 761

Total IRB Approach 1 080 256

856

664 83 906

7

3 220

7

1 971

333

Standardized
Approach
Exposures to governments and central
banks

57 599

9 685

39

Exposures to local
governments and
comparable asso
ciations and
authorities

57 060

856

189

Exposures to
administrative
bodies, non-
commercial undertakings and religious
communities

437

482

1 451

1 795

109

1 513

6

1 736

3

684

Exposures to
institutions

2 452

6

180

182

1 161

273

8 686

27

129

355

Exposures to
corporates

20 493

18 950

31 034

28 032

5 821

3 503

12 055

547

2 079

5 212

6 961

9 194

11 286

7 720

1 382

1 497

5 682

570

4 877

9

Retail exposures
Exposures secured
on residential
property

17 865

42 744

18 787

19 432

7 132

12 304

960

297

19

124

Past due items

175

1 181

1 255

544

33

455

201

14

167

3

Exposures to CIUs

280

126

20 267

2 413

588

75

143

926

588

21

44

64

Other items.

5

77
56

2

7

3

183 158

86 891 63 363

57 106 16 154

20 410 29 967

1 585

8 827

5 767

77

Total Swedbank

1 263 414

86 891 63 363

57 106 17 010

21 074 113 873

4 358

43 245

13 557

390

31

1

3

1 820

2

135

1

198
9

Total Standardized
Approach

*Excluding Sweden, Japan, Hungary, Mexico, Turkey, Republic of Slovakia, South Korea and Republic of Cech.

14

313

3

157

8

67

1

9

2 334

15

3 287

8

1 980

2 667
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Outstanding exposures, broken down by significant industries
as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

Private
individuals

Real estate
management

TennantOwned
HousingAssociations

1 498

109 155

10 041

Hotels
and resRetail taurants

ConManustruction facturing

Transportation

Forestry
and a
 griculture

Other
corporate
lending

5 702

5 631

158 955

Munici
palities

Financial
Institutes

Other

IRB approach
Institutions
Corporates
Retail – residential real
estate
Retail – other

64 049
15 773

2 186

7 989

21 290

461 054

7 456

67 047

7 598

1 576

9 556

3 443

2 612

39 346

27 718

24 495

5 185

10 108

6 048

1 437

3 160

2 803

1 163

3 686

9 760

8

9 914

1

266

323

Securitisation positions

7 762

Other non credit-
obligation assets
Total IRB Approach

53 761
487 047

121 796

87 196 29 419

5 199

20 705 27 536

9 477

48 663

196 433

71 820

67 100

115

11 190

12 557

44 572

2 465

56 380

1 433

96

136

301

127

299

109

Standardized Approach
Exposures to governments
and central banks

589

Exposures to local governments and comparable
associations and
authorities

59

Exposures to administrative
bodies, non-commercial
undertakings and
religious communities

1 488

5

20

23

29

22

4

Exposures to institutions
Exposures to corporates

1

12 956

2

3 018

14 856

15 794

2 584

8 309

23 226

10 230

6 181

29 673

695

4 600

2 618

Retail exposures

31 803

297

2 905

134

1 073

1 060

1 324

862

3 246

53

47

1 108

Exposures secured on
residential property

90 528

7 419

4 773

715

3 291

2 663

829

392

7 170

17

600

1 033

Past due items

651

891

348

68

276

439

151

86

882

1

19

42

Exposures to CIUs

280

232

653

7 419

Other items.

2 349

126
267

1 577

85

1 874

2 943

2 855

1 742

3 164

Total Standardized
Aproach

128 630

25 867

25 403

3 606

14 846 30 360

15 412

9 382

111 133

15 116

63 841 14 934

Total Swedbank

615 677

147 663

87 196 54 822

8 805

35 551 57 896

24 889

58 045

308 566

15 116

135 661 79 198
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Outstanding exposures, broken down by residual contractual maturities
as of 31 December 2008*

SEKm

Payable
on demand

< 3 months

3–12 months

1–5 years

5–10 years

> 10 years

Without
maturity

IRB approach
Institutions

14 046

21 581

2 256

11 617

7 527

7 022

Corporates

36 579

216 476

33 120

44 907

14 243

2 817

8 203

289 074

68 239

230 315

31 748

150

17 194

42 651

2 689

5 201

363

14

7 503

259

Retail – residential real estate
Retail – other
Securitisation positions
Other non credit-obligation assets
Total IRB Approach

53 761
76 022

569 782

106 304

299 543

54 140

10 003

53 761

11 178

32 117

3 659

7 341

1 361

606

15 226

56 282

251

737

371

461

3

948

Standardized Approach
Exposures to governments and central banks
Exposures to local governments and
comparable associations and authorities
Exposures to administrative bodies,
non-commercial undertakings and
religious communities

286

91

429

671

Exposures to institutions

312

10 845

412

173

3

Exposures to corporates

282

25 603

7 247

42 899

27 031

18 080

642

Retail exposures

152

9 936

5 343

14 238

4 305

9 675

264

18

21 415

8 176

14 231

13 431

61 754

406

376

550

979

300

571

1 077

Exposures secured on residential property
Past due items
Exposures to CIUs

4
1 214

280

126

9

705

1 371

5 957

10 235

716

6 168

Total Standardized Aproach

11 950

157 843

27 226

86 985

57 709

92 811

25 004

Total Swedbank

87 972

727 625

133 530

386 528

111 849

102 814

78 765

Other items.

*Maturities are distributed on the basis of remaining maturity until agreed time of maturity or the maturity based on days until change of terms and conditions.
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Secured exposures as of 31 December 2008
Exposures covered by physical
or financial collaterals*

SEKm

Exposures covered by guarantees
and credit derivatives**

IRB approach
Institutions

6 165

Corporates

25 106

Retail – residential real estate

26 682
531

Retail – other

1 367

Securitisation positions
Other non credit-obligation assets
Total IRB Approach

31 271

28 580

Standardized Approach
Exposures to governments and central banks
Exposures to local governments and
comparable associations and authorities
Exposures to administrative bodies,
non-commercial undertakings and
religious communities
Exposures to institutions
Exposures to corporates

10 453

Retail exposures

748
2 445

Exposures secured on residential property

9

Past due items
Exposures to CIUs
Other items.
Total Standardized Aproach

10 453

3 202

Total Swedbank

41 724

31 782

Unutilized
advance commitments

Associated
exposures

30 059

3 508

* Mainly collaterals in residential properties and financial assets.
** Municipalities and Real estate companies are the major guarantors.

Unutilized undertakings as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

Retail – residential real estate
Retail – other
Total

34

100

8

30 159

3 516
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Impaired* and past due loans**, broken down by significant industries
as of 31 December 2008

Private
individuals

Real
estate
management

Impaired loans

2 580

Provisions for anticipated loan
losses***

Retail

Hotels
and
restaurants

Con
struction

Manufacturing

Transportation

Forestry
and
agriculture

Other
corporate
lending

3 038

1 246

142

676

1 109

452

193

1 461

1 427

1 211

723

94

405

862

261

158

1 405

540

654

299

16

156

258

65

33

369

Principal, loans past due 5–30 days,
that are not impaired

6 168

1 699

1 370

37

753

894

433

244

3 902

Principal, loans past due 31–60 days,
that are not impaired

2 618

1 900

332

71

330

349

441

195

658

Principal, loans past due more than
60 days, that are not impaired

2 981

2 100

673

51

620

757

349

199

432

Total impaired an past due loans

14 347

8 737

3 621

301

2 379

3 109

1 675

831

6 453

SEKm

Provisions for anticipated loan losses
during the fiscal period

Financial
institutions

Munici
palities

Other

9

6

20

126

6

229

13

20

743

171

55

1 104

158

*

L
 oans where payments are unlikely to be made in accordance with contract terms. Such loans are not considered impaired if there is collateral that covers principal, interest
and any late fees by a safe margin.						
** Past due loans refer to overdrafts or loans where, according to the terms of the loan, amounts due for payment have not been paid.
*** Impaired loans are measured, individually and collectively, whether a provisioning is needed. When a provisioning is needed a calculation is beeing made between the
loan’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted by the loan’s effective interest rate.

Impaired and past due loans, broken down by significant geographical areas
as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

Sweden

Estonia

Latvia Lithuania

Impaired loans

2 426

2 513

3 063

Provisions for anticipated loan losses

1 823

1 319

1 566

Principal, loans past due 5–30 days, that are
not impaired

2 260

2 542

3 480

6 662

Principal, loans past due 31–60 days, that are
not impaired

1 248

1 979

2 314

1 175

Principal, loans past due more than 60 days,
that are not impaired

1 879

2 240

2 280

1 341

whereof
OECD* Denmark

whereof
Norway

Russia

Ukraine

1 404

218

983

305

1

710

218

572

325

1

25

835

58

773

78

43

291

647

526

41

1 022

126

9

2 243

whereof
Finland

Other
Japan East Asia

Other
regions

12

1

62

9

* Excluding Sweden, Japan, Hungary, Mexico, Turkey, Republic of Slovakia, South Korea and Republic of Cech.							
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Change in provisions as of 31 December 2008
Change in provisions for
expected credit losses

SEKm

Opening balance

3 810

Reversal of previous provisions for anticipated loan losses reported in trhe year's accounts as established losses

–306

The year's provisions for anticipated loan losses

2 903

Recovered provisions no longer necessary for anticipated loan losses

–220

Allocations/withdrawals from collective provisions

2

Allocations/withdrawals from loan loss reserve

40

Group changes

9

Translation differences

308

Closing balance

6 546

Value adjustments recorded directly to the
income statement as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

2008

Individual assesed loans
The year's write-offs for established loan losses

806

Recovered provisions no longer necessary for anticipated loan losses

–291

Collectively measured loans
Established loan losses

170

The year's net expense for discharged guarantees and other contingent liabilities

–16

Value adjustments recorded directly to the income statement

669

Recoveries recorded directly to the
income statement as of 31 December 2008
SEKm

2008

Recoveries from previous years’ established loan losses, collectively measured homogenous groups of loans

42

Recoveries from previous years’ established loan losses, individual assesed loans

125

Recoveries recorded directly to the income statement

167
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Average risk weight as of 31 December 2008

SEKm

Risk classes 13–21
EAD
Ø RW i %

Risk classes 6–12
EAD
Ø RW i %

Riskklasser 0–5
EAD
Ø RW i %

Defaults
EAD
Ø RW i %

Total
EAD
Ø RW i %

Institution

58 850

17.55

4 484

123.03

504

177.81

211

64 049

26.14

Corporate

186 256

45.41

150 708

100.58

9 444

180.63

1 734

348 142

72.73

Retail – residential real estate

537 339

3.04

80 811

21.13

8 640

48.82

939

627 729

7.43

32 592

16.04

31 836

60.96

2 968

104.72

716

68 112

30.62

7 762

11.8

56 597

40.3

Retail – other

156.78

Securitisation positions
Other non credit-obligation assets

Exposure weighted LGD as of 31 December 2008
Total
SEKm

Retail – residential real estate*
Retail – other

EAD

Ø LGD in %

627 729

10.00

68 112

30.62

*The applied floor according to FFFS 2007:1, 39 kap ½ 13 is presented for the subgroup ”residential real estate” instead of average LGD.

Expected loan losses for 2008 and realised outcome*
PD in %

LGD in %
Expected
Realised****

EL in %
Expected

Realised

Expected

Realised***

Institutions**

0.60

2.89

Corporate**

1.94

0.81

Retail – residential real estate

0.47

0.39

9.94

4.69

0.06

0.02

Retail – other

1.45

1.18

48.08

24.36

0.68

0.29

0.00
17.60

0.14

*
The results are exposure weighted.
** Swedbank Group apply prescribed LGD-values for exposures to institutions and corporates
*** In Swedbank Group a credit exposure is regarded to be in default if any of the following criteria are fulfilled:
a. There has been an assessment indicating that the counterpart is unlikely to pay its credit obligations as agreed or
b. The counterpart is past due more than 90 days on any material credit obligation to Swedbank Group,
and the Group will have to claim collateral or take other similar action.
**** Realised LGD are based on all available data as of 31 December 2008 for defaulted counterparties/accounts. LGD is defined as the portion of exposure
amount that is lost in event of default. For defaults that still have an ongoing work-out process provisioning amount is used instead of established loss.
The outcome for these will be adjusted as additional information becomes available.
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Change in loan losses as of 31 December 2008
SEKm

Total Swedbank

2008

3 242

2007

Change

642

2 600

Explanation

Mainly explained by increaesd provisions
for anticipated loan losses.

Counterparty risks – Derivatives as of 31 December 2008
Derivative

SEKm

Positive fair value of contracts

137 571

Netting gains

104 203

Actual offset credit exposure

33 368

Collateral held*

10 965

Net credit exposures for derivatives**

22 402

Effect of collateral assets with credit detoriation of 1 notch, for both Moody’s och Standard & Poors
Credit derivatives nominal amounts

55
5 847

* Security consists of cash and bonds.
**The effect of the group’s reduced capital adequacy reequirment for counterparty risks due to signed netting agrrements.
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Operational risk

Capital requirement for operational risk
The standardized approach is used for calculating capital requirements for operational risk. The standardized approach assigns different multipliers (beta factors) to different
business lines depending on the inherent risk of the operation. These beta factors express the capital requirement for the industry in relation to gross income for each business
line. The beta factors are determined by the capital adequacy rules. The current beta factors for the business lines are given in the table below.

Business line
Corporate finance

Beta (%)*

Capital requirement (SEKm)

18

1

Trading and sales

18

1 008

Retail banking

12

1 904

Commercial banking

15

648

Payment and settlement

18

202

Agency services

15

43

Asset Management

12

72

Retail brokerage

12

10

* As of 31 December 2008.
The capital requirement for each business line is derived by multiplying the business line’s beta factor by its gross income. The total capital requirement for a legal entity or
financial group of undertakings is obtained by adding the respective capital requirement of all eight business lines.
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Financial risk

Capital requirement for risks in trading book as of 31 December 2008

Swedbank Financial Companies Group (SEKm)

Capital requirement
calculated with
standard method

Capital requirement
calculated by
internal model*

Total
capital
requirement

997

541

1538

Risks in trading book
Interest rate risk
of which, specific risk

997

of which, general risk
Share price risk
of which, specific risk

0

541

17

239

256

6

of which, general risk

11

Currency rate risk
Total

591

10

601

1 605

790

2 395

* The capital requirements for the different risk categories have been calculated based on how much each risk category has contributed to the Financial Company Group’s
total VaR number.

Swedbank AB (SEKm)

Capital requirement
calculated with
standard method

Capital requirement
calculated by
internal model**

Total
capital
requirement

814

542

1 356

Risks in trading book
Interest rate risk
of which, specific risk

814

of which, general risk

0

Share price risk

542
235

235

of which, specific risk
of which, general risk
Currency rate risk

2 673

5

2 678

Total

3 487

782

4 269

** The capital requirements for the different risk categories have been calculated based on how much each risk category has contributed to the parent company’s
total VaR number.

Capital requirement
calculated with
standard method

Baltic Banking (SEKm)

Capital requirement
calculated by
internal model***

Total
capital
requirement

Risks in trading book
Interest rate risk

189

of which, specific risk

189

184

of which, general risk

5

Share price risk

5

of which, specific risk

5

2

of which, general risk

3

Currency rate risk

160

160

Total

354

354

*** Baltic Banking has not obtained approval of internal model for market risk on individual basis (but is included in the internal model for Swedbank Financial Companies Group).
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Interest rate risk in banking book operations as of 31 December 2008

Swedbank Financial Companies Group (SEKm)

Change in value
1%

Swedbank AB (SEKm)

–1%

Currency

Change in value
1%

–1%

Currency

SEK

–1 013

1 058

SEK

–402

452

USD

–654

733

USD

50

–52

EEK

–57

59

GBP

22

–22

LTL

–45

46

EUR

21

–20

LVL

–31

32

RUR

6

–6

GBP

22

–22

DKK

–5

5

UAH

–21

22

JPY

–3

3

EUR

–13

17

CHF

1

–1

Other currencies
Total

Swedbank Mortgage (SEKm)

–9

9

–1 821

1 954

Other currencies
Total

Change in value
1%

Baltic Banking (SEKm)

–1%

Currency

–1

1

–311

361

Change in value
1%

–1%

Currency

SEK

–571

564

EEK

–57

59

Total

–571

564

LTL

–45

46

LVL

–31

32

EUR

–19

21

USD

–6

6

GBP

0

0

CAD

0

0

AUD

0

0

Other currencies

0

0

–157

163

Total
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